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“the third time’s a charm,” I am downright
eexpression
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tthrilled
hrille and truly eager to welcome everyone to the
annual Critical Facilities Summit. As we prepare
33rd
rd an
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e
three days of networking, education and
eexhibits,
xhibi I would like to thank everyone who provided
ffeedback
fe
eedbaa from our first two events. Your insights
sshaped
hap
apee this year’s conference into what I hope will be
th
the
he most
m valuable and rewarding summit yet.
It’
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see the trifecta of attendees, speakers and
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exhi
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bitors come toge
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ther to
t learn and discuss, to share and debate, and
exhibitors
together
this year’s agenda offers more opportunities to do just that.
In fact, we named this year’s general session “I beg to differ” in an effort
to get everyone talking—arguing even—about the best ways to approach
today’s emerging data center trends. We want to know: What’s your take
on DCIM? Are you loyal to ASHRAE guidelines? Is density all it’s cracked
up to be? Don’t be shy, and don’t be late: We’ll start promptly at 8:30
Wednesday morning, and our panelists are ready for a spirited debate.
You don’t have to wait until the general session to access myriad opinions;
Monday’s opening session offers an unbeatable opportunity to hear from
a truly diverse panel of mission critical pros about the strategies that get
the attention of (and funding from) your company’s executive branch. Do
you know what’s driving the decisions in your firm’s C-suite? This is your
chance to find out. The panel kicks off at 2:30. We’ll save you a seat.
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There are many, many more learning and networking activities throughout
the summit, and you can learn more about them in the pages of this
directory. You’ll also see the industry’s most comprehensive and cutting-edge
exhibit hall, offering solutions to today’s and tomorrow’s mission critical
facility challenges. With three days of access to the exhibit hall, you’re sure to
come away with new ideas, contacts and answers to your specific questions.
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That said, I know that sometimes you have questions that need answers,
the sooner the better. Please don’t hesitate to locate anyone on the
Critical Facilities Staff (we’re the ones sporting silver badges) and let
them know what you need. We’re here to help – and we’re really, truly
glad you’re here.
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SPO
SPONSORS

THANK YOU

TO OUR 2015
SPONSORS

BADGE HOLDERS | Booth #206

TOTE BAGS | Booth #215

www.emersonnetworkpower.com/asco

www.schneider-electric.com

ASCO Power Technologies
is the world leader
in transfer switches,
paralleling switchgear,
loadbanks, surge
suppressors and controls for critical power applications. ASCO
innovations improve reliability for mission-critical operations
like healthcare facilities and data, telecommunications and
financial centers. Advanced diagnostics, power monitoring
and remote controls provides system status, reports and
analysis. Rely on ASCO engineering expertise, dependable
quality, range of products, customer support and 24/7 service
for prime, emergency and standby power systems.

As a global specialist
in energy management
and automation with
operations in more
than 100 countries,
Schneider Electric offers integrated solutions across multiple
market segments, including leadership positions in non-residential
and residential buildings, industries and machines manufacturers,
utilities and infrastructure and data centers and networks.
Focused on making energy safe, reliable, efficient, productive
and green, the group’s 170,000 employees achieved revenues
of 25 billion euros in 2014, through an active commitment to
help individuals and organizations make the most of their energy
service for prime, emergency and standby power systems.

GOLD
PANEL DISCUSSION & RECEPTION | Booth #321

BRONZE
Booth #220

www.futurefacilities.com
For a decade, Future Facilities
has provided computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) software and
consultancy services to the world’s
largest data center owner-operators and to the industry’s leading consultancies. With
global offices, our managed engineering services and modeling software deliver
‘engineering simulation’: unique insight into the performance of the data center.
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When your business
is critical, downtime
is not an option.

Complete solutions for your critical facility.
Schneider Electric’s complete portfolio of mission critical
solutions and our dedicated team of experts provide the
reliability, services, and support you need for your building,
industry, power, or data center infrastructure.
See us at Critical Facilities Summit 2015!
Stop by booth 215 during Critical Facilities Summit to test drive our
StruxureWare demos and enter for your chance to win a great prize!

©2015 Schneider Electric. All Rights Reserved. All trademarks are owned by Schneider Electric Industries SAS or its afﬁliated companies.
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PARTNERS

THANKS

TO OUR 2015
PARTNERS

ADVANCING ACHIEVERS TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSITY (AATC) | Booth #838
AATC University offers the Mission Critical Assessment Portfolio (MAP) a degree plan that
is an interdisciplinary program which provides students with cooperative education and/or
prior college-level learning. We have developed a number of pathways for both civilian and
transitioning military veterans with opportunities to obtain hands-on training with some of
the most well-known companies in the mission critical industry.

AEE PIEDMONT | Booth #807
Founded in 2013, AEE North Carolina Piedmont is the local chapter of the national Associates of
Energy Engineers (AEE). The Chapter presents education programs related to the energy industry,
provides networking opportunities for building industry professionals, educators, lawmakers, and
the community, fosters cooperative action between its members and organizations, and supports
scholarships.

AFCOM NORTH CAROLINA | Booth #809
AFCOM is one of the most respected names among data center industry associations, due in large part
to its exceptional services and resources. Our NC Chapter is active with quarterly meetings consisting
of interesting site tours, presentations on topics of current interest, and an environment for networking
with peers.

CHARLOTTE CHAPTER OF IFMA | Booth #829
The Charlotte Chapter of IFMA is approximately 145 members strong. Our chapter was chartered in
1987 and continues to be the premier resource for Facility Managers in the Carolinas. We have 10-12
well-attended networking, social, educational, charitable and fun events scheduled throughout the year,
including a May Charity Golf Tournament that’s not to miss. Visit our web site today.

CONSULTING SPECIFYING ENGINEER MAGAZINE | Booth #739
Consulting-Specifying Engineer is a resource for engineering professionals working in the nonresidential construction industry. We provide the most current and critical information on fire/life
safety for facilities, as well as the mechanical, electrical, HVAC and plumbing applications involved in
construction and retrofit, along with the codes and standards surrounding each area.

MILLDAM PUBLIC RELATIONS | Booth #139
Milldam Public Relations is a full-service PR firm that provides competitively priced strategic
communications, media-relations, event-management, business-development and strategic-partnership
services to small and midsize technology, energy, telecommunications and facilities companies. We
work to find the best avenues for promotion, whether the goal is awareness of a new product line,
continuing the growth of an existing business or building brand recognition.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, BETTER BUILDINGS CHALLENGE | Booth #638
The U.S. Department of Energy’s Better Buildings Challenge is partnering with public and private
sector building owners/operators to improve the energy efficiency of their data centers. Participating
organizations receive technical support, training, and national recognition as an environmental leader
and Better Buildings Data Center Partner.
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SSUMMIT
UM
SCHEDULE
MONDAY, OCTOBER 5

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7

12:00 PM

7:30 AM

208A
203B

WS1
WS2

The Disaster Experience: A Critical Facilities Workshop
The Intentional Data Center Leader

2:30 PM
207

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
8:30 AM
207

OS1

Aligning the C-Suite Perspective with
the Critical Facility Mission

4:00 PM
EXHIBIT HALL OPEN/NETWORKING PARTY

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6
7:00 AM
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
8:00 AM

GS1

I Beg to Differ: Opposing Views
on Data Center Facility Management

10:00 AM
208A

W2.8A

203A

W2.3A

203B

W2.3B

Innovative Methods to Improve Safety
and Reduce Energy Use in Laboratory Buildings
Building Information Modeling
for Facility Management
When Legacy Means Liability:
Troubleshooting the Enterprise Data Center

11:00 AM - 2:00 PM
EXHIBIT HALL OPEN | LUNCH SERVED AT 11:30 AM
2:15 PM

208A

T1.8A

207A
203A
203B

T1.7A
T1.3A
T1.3B

207C

T1.7C

How UMASS Medical Center Moves
Beyond Availability with DCIM
Critical Cybersecurity Trends
UPS & Power Reliability
Applying CFD Modeling to Optimize
Data Center Cooling
Green Data Center Design at General Motors

208A
207C
203A
207A

W3.8A
W3.7C
W3.3A
W3.7A

203B

W3.3B

Stansted Airport Modernization
O&M Essentials for Data Center Design and Startup
Containment: What you Need to Know
Joined at the Hip: Security and FM Roles
in Safeguarding Critical Facilities
Understanding Permanent Electrical Safety Devices

3:30 PM

9:30 AM
207C

T2.7C

207A

T2.7A

203B

T2.3B

208A

T2.8A

203A

T2.3A

Data Center Energy Efficiency: From
Business Case to Implementation
Reducing Critical Facility Vulnerabilities:
An Industry Roundtable
Successfully Lean Staffing: The Fred
Hutchinson Research Center Model
Combined Heat & Power Benefits in
Hospitals and Data Centers
Leveraging Facility Data Systems Integration
and Automation Monitoring

203B

W4.3B

207A

W4.7A

203A

W4.3A

207C
208A

W4.7C
W4.8A

Modernizing Existing Data Centers: Strategies for
Extending the Lifecycle of your Existing Facility
Updates to BICSI, TIA, and ISO Data Center
Standards to Reflect Industry Changes
High-Performance Teams Empower
High-Performance Data Centers
Firestopping by the Numbers
Evaluating Mechanical, Electrical, Critical
Power Options for Data Centers

11:00 AM - 2:00 PM
EXHIBIT HALL OPEN | LUNCH SERVED AT 11:30 AM
2:15 PM
208A

T3.8A

207C
203A
207A
203B

T3.7C
T3.3A
T3.7A
T3.3B

Buy Versus Build: Comparing the
Costs of Building vs. Wholesale
New Thinking in Airflow Management
Improving Outcomes for a Data Center Handover
Sentinel Data Center Sites: Successfully Meeting SLAs
Smart Building Tools for Data Centers

3:30 PM
208A

T4.8A

203A

T4.3A

207C

T4.7C

207A
203B

T4.7A
T4.3B

Predictive Analytics: Better
Performance for the Long Term
The Fluid Data Center:
Managing Change in Critical Facilities
DOE Better Buildings Challenge: Making
the Case for Data Center Metering
Will your DC Emergency Plan go *as* Planned?
Is Liquid Cooling Ready to Go Mainstream?
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SSESSIONS
ESS
BY TRACK
DESIGNING AND BUILDING MISSION CRITICAL

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY

T1.7C

Green Data Center Design at General Motors

WS1

T3.8A

Buy Versus Build: Comparing the Costs
of Building vs. Wholesale

The Disaster Experience:
A Critical Facilities Workshop

T1.7A

Critical Cybersecurity Trends

W2.3A

Building Information Modeling
for Facility Management

T2.7A

Reducing Critical Facility Vulnerabilities:
An Industry Roundtable

W3.3A

Containment: What you Need to Know

T4.7A

Will your DC Emergency Plan go *as* Planned?

W3.7A

Joined at the Hip: Security and FM Roles
in Safeguarding Critical Facilities

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES
T1.3A

UPS & Power Reliability

T2.3A

Leveraging Facility Data Systems Integration
and Automation Monitoring

PROJECT SPOTLIGHTS
T1.3B

Applying CFD Modeling
to Optimize Data Center Cooling

T1.8A

How UMASS Medical Center
Moves Beyond Availability with DCIM

T3.7A

Sentinel Data Center Sites:
Successfully Meeting SLAs

T4.7C

DOE Better Buildings Challenge:
Making the Case for Data Center Metering

T4.8A

ENERGY, SUSTAINABILITY AND COST CONTROL

Predictive Analytics:
Better Performance for the Long Term

W3.8A

Stansted Airport Modernization

T2.8A

Combined Heat & Power Benefits
in Hospitals and Data Centers

W3.3B

Understanding Permanent Electrical Safety Devices

W4.7C

Firestopping by the Numbers

T2.7C

Data Center Energy Efficiency:
From Business Case to Implementation

W4.3A

High-Performance Teams
Empower High-Performance Data Centers

T3.3B

Smart Building Tools for Data Centers

W2.8A

Innovative Methods to Improve Safety
and Reduce Energy Use in Laboratory Buildings

T3.7C

New Thinking in Airflow Management

T4.3B

Is Liquid Cooling Ready to Go Mainstream?

W3.7C

O&M Essentials for Data Center Design and Startup

W4.8A

Evaluating Mechanical, Electrical,
Critical Power Options for Data Centers

W4.3B

Modernizing Existing Data Centers: Strategies for
Extending the Lifecycle of your Existing Facility

BEST PRACTICES, CODES & CERTIFICATIONS
WS2

The Intentional Data Center Leader

OS1

Aligning the C-Suite Perspective
with the Critical Facility Mission

T2.3B

Successfully Lean Staffing:
The Fred Hutchinson Research Center Model

T3.3A

Improving Outcomes for a Data Center Handover

T4.3A

The Fluid Data Center:
Managing Change in Critical Facilities

GS1

I Beg to Differ: Opposing Views
on Data Center Facility Management

W2.3B

When Legacy Means Liability:
Troubleshooting the Enterprise Data Center

W4.7A

Updates to BICSI, TIA, and ISO Data Center
Standards to Reflect Industry Change

08_CF15 SessionsByTrack.indd 08
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EDUCATIONAL TRACKS
DESIGNING AND BUILDING
MISSION CRITICAL
Learn how to anticipate the needs
of today’s (and tomorrow’s)
mission critical facilities, which
require more flexibility, greater
resilience and updated mechanical and electrical systems.
This track provides insights into how to ensure a design
provides reliable, scalable systems while minimizing
financial impact on an organization.

OPERATIONS AND
MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES
Maintenance and engineering
is critical to the day-to-day
operations of mission-critical facilities. From staffing to
reliability to containment strategies, this track addresses the
myriad challenges of operating data centers, labs, hospitals
and financial facilities for the highest level of round-theclock reliability and long-term efficiency.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
Sessions in this track are geared
towards ensuring the safety, security
and resilience of mission critical
facilities. Join discussions focused
on emergency preparedness, disaster
recovery, business continuity, cybersecurity, staff training,
site selection and redundancy strategies, and gain insights
into contingency planning for a variety of scenarios.

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT
In-depth, incisive profiles of mission
critical facility projects and programs that
highlight forward-thinking application
in design, operation, energy savings,
sustainability, life safety and security.

ENERGY, SUSTAINABILITY
AND COST CONTROL
Fluctuating energy costs and ongoing
focus on sustainability create an
imperative to manage mission critical
operating costs and resources right from the very start.
This track offers a variety of perspectives on tracking
and optimizing energy use, as well as developing a green
strategy for mission critical and better budget management.

BEST PRACTICES, CODES
& CERTIFICATIONS
The design and operational strategies
for mission critical facilities have
evolved to meet growing and
sometimes competing needs for code
compliance, capacity, reliability, sustainability, and energy
efficiency. This track focuses on real world lessons learned
from leading mission critical facilities.

▲ Critical Facilities Summit Booth 220

09_CF15 TrackInfo.indd 09
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SSUMMIT
UMM HIGHLIGHTS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 5

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7

Workshops

General Session

12:00 p.m. | Room 208A

8:30 – 9:45 a.m. | Room 207

The Disaster Experience

I Beg to Differ: Opposing Views
on Data Center Facility Management

12:00 p.m. | Room 203B

The Intentional Data Center Leader
Opening Session
2:30 p.m. | Room 207

Aligning the C-Suite Perspective
with the Critical Facility Mission
It’s a common refrain among mission critical facility
professionals: All too often, the C-suite views the data center/
lab/operating theater/trading floor as a cost center at best, and at
worst, a runner-up to other departments in the race for funding.
Kick off Critical Facilities 2015 with a panel of expert insights
into successfully getting mahogany row’s ear—and once you
do, keeping their interest in elevating a critical facility to core
asset status to drive organizational growth and create value.
» Chris Curtis, Compass Datacenters
» John McKenna, Wells Fargo Bank
» Paul Schlattman, Environmental Systems Design, Inc.

Exhibit Hall Grand Opening &
Networking Party
4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Help yourself to complimentary hors d’oeuvres and
refreshments while exploring the wealth of mission
critical suppliers and solution providers.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6
Future Facilities Panel and Reception
3:30 – 5:00 p.m. | Room 203A

The Fluid Data Center: Managing Change
in Critical Facilities
Those who attend the panel session are welcome to the reception
to continue the conversation and enjoy complimentary hors
d’oeuvres and cocktails from 5:00 - 6:00 p.m. in Room 209.

Ask three data center managers the best way to
operate a mission critical building, and you’ll get three
different answers. Bring yours to Critical Facilities
Summit’s first crowdsourced general session, which
will tap into social media to identify which topics are
up for debate among our panel of seasoned (and some
might even say salty) data center professionals. Share
your stance as well, and help shape the debate.
» David Quirk, DLB Associates
» Bruce Thorpe, NVIDIA Corporation

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
Continental Breakfast, Coffee & Conversation
Tuesday 7:00 – 8:00 a.m. | Conference Rooms
Wednesday 7:30 – 8:30 a.m. | Conference Rooms
Fuel your day by starting out with breakfast, coffee, and
stimulating conversation with your fellow attendees.

Lunch in the Exhibit Hall
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. | Hall A
Enjoy a midday meal on us while exploring the exhibit
hall, packed with top suppliers and solution providers.

$500 Grand Prize Drawing in the Exhibit Hall
1:45 p.m. | Grand Prize Stage, Booth #837
Want to win $500? Make sure you complete the entry
ballot found in your attendee tote bag and have it validated
at Server Technology’s booth #220 on Tuesday or at the
Grand Prize Stage booth #837 on Wednesday. You must
be present at the grand prize stage to win. Please see
the ballot for all rules and regulations. Good luck!
Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:

10_CF15 SummitHighlights.indd 10
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SMART PEOPLE TEST.
UNLUCKY PEOPLE GET BURNED .

DON’T BE BOTH .

Frequent electrical testing leads to higher uptime,
but it also increases the danger of arc flash and
arc blasts. CBS ArcSafe’s remote racking and
remote switching solutions reduce arc-flash
dangers and technician fatigue during dangerous
operations without modifying your switchgear.

Remote Racking &
Switching Solutions
z Remote racking solutions reduce the

need for full-body arc-ﬂash hazard
suits by taking technicians outside the
arc-ﬂash boundary.
z Universal remote racking solutions

offer adjustable height settings.
z No equipment modiﬁcations required.
z Remote switching solutions are

available for virtually any style or
piece of electrical equipment.

All CBS ArcSafe remote racking and
remote actuation solutions are batteryor AC-powered portable units that do
not require any modiﬁcations to your
electrical equipment.

(877) 4-SAFETY

(47 2 -3 3 8 9)
9

CBSArcSafe .com
CBSArcSafe.com
Critical Facilities Summit Booth 833

11_CF15_lr CBS ArcSafe.indd 11

info@CBSArcSafe.com

8/21/15 8:26 AM
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CONTINUING
C
ONT
EDUCATION
Trade Press Media (Critical Facilities Summit)
has been accredited as an Authorized Provider by the
International Association for Continuing Education and
Training (IACET), 1760 Old Meadow Road, Suite 500,
McLean, VA 22102; (703) 506-3275.
Critical Facilities Summit is authorized by IACET to offer 0.2 CEUs for each
workshop, 0.15 CEU for each 90-minute conference session, and 0.1 CEU for
each 60-minute conference session.
PREREQUISITES:
There are no prerequisites for this program. Anyone may register and attend.
SATISFACTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR CEUS:
(The following requirements are mandatory to receive the IACET CEUs
offered)
» You must be scanned into the session.
» You must be present for over 90% of the conference session.
» You must successfully answer at least 70% of the learning outcome
assessment questions which will be administered electronically at the
conclusion of the conference.
STATEMENT OF NONDISCRIMINATION:
Trade Press Media Group is committed to providing an educational
opportunity for all persons and admits students or any race, color, gender,
sexual preference, age, non-disqualifying handicap, religion or creed, or
national or ethnic origin.
PRIVACY POLICY:
Trade Press Media Group, Inc. is dedicated to protecting the privacy of all
educational program participants. Unless otherwise stated, we only use
the information provided to process and track participant’s educational
programs, provide appropriate support, and maintain learning records. We
have safeguards in place to protect the privacy of this information.
TRANSCRIPT:
Attendees receive an email CEU transcript after successfully completing the
assessment. This transcript can be used to self-report to any organization,
and it is up to the organization to accept or not.
Questions? Please see Wendy Dietzler, Vice President
of Education in the CFS Speaker Ready Room (202) or email
her at wendy.dietzler@tradepress.com

12_CF15 CEU info.indd 12
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Your biggest data center problem
is at your feet .

Increasing power density within data centers is an ongoing challenge for
facilities managers. And the continual cycle of increasing power requirements
has too often translated into more caEles and whips under the ßoor. %ut
67A5/I1( 7racN %usway is selfcontained customi]aEle and ße[iEle. 6o you can
aYoid a Mungle of wires and enMoy power e[pansion in minutes not weeNs.

To learn more visit us at booth #619 or go to StarlinePower.com.

13_CF15 STARLINE.indd 13
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WEDNESDAY OCT. 7

TUESDAY, OCT. 6

MONDAY, OCT. 5

SSESSIONS
ESSIO
AT-A-GLANCE
8:30 am

TOUR: ASCO Transfer Switch Manufacturing Facility

12:00 pm

TWO WORKSHOPS: The Disaster Experience: A Critical Facilities Workshop
The Intentional Data Center Leader

2:30 pm

OPENING SESSION: Aligning the C-Suite Perspective with the Critical Facility Mission

8:00 am

Applying CFD
Modeling to
Optimize Data
Center Cooling

Critical
Cybersecurity
Trends

Green Data Center Design at
General Motors

How UMASS Medical
Center Moves
Beyond Availability
with DCIM

UPS & Power
Reliability

9:30 am

Combined Heat &
Power Benefits in
Hospitals and Data
Centers

Data Center
Energy Efficiency:
From Business
Case to
Implementation

Leveraging Facility Data
Systems Integration and
Automation Monitoring

Reducing Critical
Facility Vulnerabilities:
An Industry
Roundtable

Successfully Lean
Staffing: The
Fred Hutchinson
Research Center
Model

2:15 pm

Buy Versus Build:
Comparing the
Costs of Building vs.
Wholesale

Smart Building
Tools for Data
Centers

Improving Outcomes for a
Data Center Handover

New Thinking in
Airflow Management

Sentinel Data
Center Sites:
Successfully
Meeting SLAs

3:30 pm

Is Liquid Cooling
Ready to Go
Mainstream?

Predictive
Analytics: Better
Performance for
the Long Term

DOE Better Buildings
Challenge: Making the Case
for Data Center Metering

Will your DC
Emergency Plan go as
Planned?

The Fluid Data
Center: Managing
Change in Critical
Facilities

8:30 am

GENERAL SESSION: I Beg to Differ: Opposing Views on Data Center Facility Management

10:00 am

Innovative Methods
to Improve Safety
and Reduce Energy
Use in Laboratory
Buildings

Building Information Modeling for Facility Management

2:15 pm

Containment: What
you Need to Know

Joined at the
Hip: Security
and FM Roles
in Safeguarding
Critical Facilities

O&M Essentials for Data
Center Design and Startup

Stansted Airport
Modernization

3:30 pm

Evaluating
Mechanical, Electrical,
Critical Power
Options for Data
Centers

Firestopping by
the Numbers

Modernizing Existing Data
Centers: Strategies for
Extending the Lifecycle of
your Existing Facility

High-Performance
Teams Empower
High-Performance
Data Centers

14_CF15 SummitGrid.indd 14

When Legacy Means Liability: Troubleshooting
the Enterprise Data Center

Understanding
Permanent
Electrical Safety
Devices

Updates to BICSI,
TIA, and ISO Data
Center Standards
to Reflect Industry
Changes

9/9/15 11:37 AM

Critical Facilities Summit Booth 422
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CONFERENCE SESSIONS
MONDAY OCTOBER 5

12:00 PM

2:30 PM - OPENING SESSION

WS1 The Disaster Experience:
A Critical Facilities Workshop

OS1 Aligning the C-Suite Perspective
with the Critical Facility Mission

Bob Mellinger

Paul E. Schlattman

President
Attainium Corp.

Senior Vice President, Practice Leader
Environmental Systems Design, Inc.

In Case of Emergency
ROOM: 208A
In the mission critical community, continuity planning has never been more
vital to the safety and security of facilities and their personnel. Unfortunately,
creating and maintaining a business continuity plan (BCP) still remains a low
priority for many organization leaders. That is why this workshop is necessary--and not for the faint-of-heart. Every disaster is not created equally, which
is why this experience has been designed for mission-critical facility people,
and puts them in the throes of a real-life disaster situation, as it unfolds. Workshop participants will make the critical decisions any organization will have to
make, and deal with the consequences of those decisions. At the completion of
the two-hour session, attendees will understand the importance of planning in
advance for different disasters or other business disruptions.
Learning Objectives
1. Understand the basic principles of emergency management and how they
apply to business continuity planning and effective risk management
2. Understand the importance of creating, maintaining, and testing a business continuity plan
3. Experience first-hand the problems that can result from a poorly developed, poorly executed, or non-existent plan
4. Have an opportunity to share personal experiences with colleagues regarding business continuity challenges
5. Discuss lessons learned from previously experienced disasters and examine future disasters that could affect your organization

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.2

WS2 The Intentional Data Center Leader

Timothy J. Oergel, PhD

John McKenna
Data Center Planning & Engineering
Wells Fargo Bank

Chris Curtis
Senior Vice President of Developments and
Acquisitions
Compass Datacenters

Edward Sullivan- moderator
Editor
Building Operating Management Magazine
Best Practices, Codes & Certifications
ROOM: 207
It's a common refrain among mission critical facility professionals: All too often,
the C-suite views the data center/lab/operating theater/trading floor as a cost
center at best, and at worst, a runner-up to other departments in the race for
funding. How can critical facilities gain equal footing in the boardroom with other key corporate segments like marketing, IT, HR and security? Kick off Critical
Facilities 2015 with a panel of expert insights into successfully getting mahogany
row's ear - and once you do, keeping their interest in elevating a critical facility to
core asset status to drive organizational growth and create value.
Learning Objectives
1. Identify common reasons why critical facilities are not always a corporate priority
2. Analyze other corporate funding priorities
3. Discuss how to overcome the negative image of being a cost center and
establish the critical facility as a corporate asset
4. Review real-world examples of how to gain boardroom funding for mission critical initiatives

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.15

Chief Academic Officer and Founder
AATC University
Best Practices, Codes & Certifications
ROOM: 203B
This workshop is uniquely developed for data center facility professionals looking to fully understand the specific aspects of a data center executive’s job and
advance their careers by learning how to integrate new strategies into the mission
critical facility that can have a powerful and positive impact on availability,
redundancy, and efficiency. Workshop attendees will work to develop a strategic
business plan that demonstrates the value of mission critical and data center
operations in a language the C-suite and company will understand, and learn
how to translate common mission critical industry jargon into impactful, clear
communications throughout the organization. This training is recommended for
end-users, owners, contractors, architects, engineers, operators, system integrators, commercial real estate professionals, and other data center stakeholders.
Learning Objectives
1. Review new strategies to improve data center availability, redundancy and efficiency
2. Assess how best to clarify common mission critical jargon
3. Analyze the recommended traits of effective leaders
4. Learn how to develop a strategic business plan demonstrating the value of
mission critical

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.2
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8:00 AM
T1.3A UPS & Power Reliability

Dave Callan
Vice President/Partner
McGuire Engineers

John Yoon
Senior Electrical Engineer
McGuire Engineers
Operations and Maintenance Strategies
ROOM: 203A
For all their sophistication, today's computers can withstand only a fractional
power interruption before crashing--a sobering metric that highlights the
importance of uninterruptable power supply (UPS) systems, and the need
for holistic design that also emphasizes proper installation and maintenance.
This presentation provides an in-depth look at how each of these three stages
should be approached and the common UPS pitfalls to avoid in each.
Learning Objectives
1. Understand the current capabilities of UPS systems
2. Identify trends in holistic design
3. Review the importance of proper installation and maintenance
4. Analyze UPS' role in protecting critical load

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

T1.3B Applying CFD Modeling
to Optimize Data Center Cooling

Amir Radmehr
Director, Sales and Marketing
Innovative Research, Inc.
Project Spotlights
ROOM: 203B
This spotlight session will cover the data needed to construct an accurate CFD
model of the data center, describe the techniques to solve the fluid dynamics
equations, and demonstrate the outcome of the CFD calculations. After examining the results for the base layout of the data center, various modifications to the
layout will be examined to optimize cooling and reduce energy consumption.
Learning Objectives
1. Gain familiarity with CFD and DC cooling
2. Analyze the data needed to construct the CFD model
3. Review factors that affect airflow motion in data centers
4. Learn about cost-effective cooling remedies

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

threat to uptime, there's another major reliability threat that doesn't have to
wait for the weather report: unauthorized access to the network's accessibility
and equipment connections. What basic cybersecurity measures should be in
place to protect a building's automation system from hackers? How can the FM
and IT teams coordinate to provide the ultimate barrier to unwanted access?
This session identifies the threat and offers a series of solutions.
Learning Objectives
1. Discuss what basic cybersecurity measures should be in place to protect a
building's automation system
2. Analyze how the FM and IT teams should coordinate to prevent unwanted
access
3. Review existing and emerging threats to critical facility cybersecurity
measures
4. Assess solutions to a variety of threats and their impact on overall facility
operations

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

T1.7C Green Data Center Design at General Motors

Jeffrey Menig
Functional Leader Electrical Systems, Global
Facilities, Facilities Engineering
General Motors
Designing and Building Mission Critical
ROOM: 207C
As part of its massive data consolidation effort, GM looked toward an
innovative combination of well-established methods for heating, cooling
and power distribution for the construction of two enterprise data centers
in Michigan. The result: One USGBC LEED Gold data center, and another
that's poised to receive nearly $1 million in energy incentives from the local
utility. See how it all came together in this session, and review how virtualization, flywheels and free cooling played an integral part in both energy and
cost savings.
Learning Objectives
1. Analyze how the application of multiple available technologies resulted
in improved energy optimization without significantly increasing capital
investment
2. Learn how GM's data center staff was able to identify areas of high energy
consumption and find efficient alternatives
3. Review how the proposal successfully gained customer approval
4. Discuss how the data center strategy incorporated the alternatives into a
cohesive system

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

T1.8A How UMASS Medical Center
Moves Beyond Availability with DCIM

Greg Johnson
Director, Data Center Software Solutions
Schneider Electric

T1.7A Critical Cybersecurity Trends

Fred Gordy
Director of Cyber Security,
Building & Facility Control Systems - SmartCore
In Case of Emergency
ROOM: 207A
The primary asset of any data center or mission critical facility is its network
infrastructure, and while power supply and natural disasters pose a significant

16-29_CF15 SessionDescriptions.indd 17

Project Spotlights
ROOM: 208A
Data centers are increasingly adopting virtualization and reaping the benefits
of cloud computing, consequently adding additional complexity to the
physical infrastructure. Balancing supply and demand is no simple task,
and many companies have identified data center infrastructure management (DCIM) as the tool to bridge the gap between facilities and IT. Hear
how the University of Massachusetts Medical Center--a five-year old, 7,500
square-foot data center that provides full-hosted IT services to multiple
state agencies and other UMass business units--was able to bring all of their
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CONFERENCE SESSIONS
power/cooling monitoring needs under one central dashboard and reduce
data center energy usage by 30kW, resulting in net savings of over $31k a
year in energy costs.
Learning Objectives
1. Understand how to implement a DCIM solution
2. Identify how DCIM breaks down walls between IT and facilities teams
3. Review cost vs. benefits with regards to operational efficiency
4. Learn how to leverage and optimize the existing infrastructure

Learning Objectives
1. Learn about Fred Hutchinson's team-based approach to staffing and
operations
2. Review standards that emphasize critical building design and equipment
3. Discuss key communication initiatives that improve building operations
and efficiencies

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.15

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

T2.7A Reducing Critical Facility Vulnerabilities:
An Industry Roundtable

9:30 AM
T2.3A Leveraging Facility Data Systems Integration
and Automation Monitoring

Richard K. Warner, PE, CxA,
DCEP, EBCP
President/CEO
O&M Engineering
Operations and Maintenance Strategies
ROOM: 203A
Big data, analytics, fault detection, DCIM, compliance reporting...critical
facility managers are continually challenged to update and improve operations. A proper systems integration plan is the key starting point for making
these solutions remarkably successful. This session examines how to apply
normalized data, concepts, and a series of proven best practices for optimal
system integration in a critical facility, and is appropriate for individuals with
or without a strong background in facility automation, monitoring and data
integration technologies.
Learning Objectives
1. Understand the basic concepts, principles and solutions for facility monitoring and data integration
2. Review practical techniques with regard to facility automation monitoring
and data integration technologies
3. Analyze available technologies and general concepts for what data to
integrate
4. Identify general concepts for planning and implementing solutions requiring integrated facility data and information

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.15

T2.3B Successfully Lean Staffing:
The Fred Hutchinson Research Center Model

Bob Cowan
Director of Facilities
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

Seth Thornton
Facilities Engineering Planner
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
Best Practices, Codes & Certifications
ROOM: 203B
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center's engineering team—32 full-time
employees short of the average staffing level of peer organizations—manages
1.6 million square feet of research and clinical space, comprised of 15 of
the most technically complex and highly regulated buildings in the country
on its 15-acre Seattle campus. How do they do it? An innovative 4-part
approach to lean staffing. Learn how it all comes together in this session led
by two of Fred Hutch's team leaders.
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Timothy W. Lisle, AIA
Partner
Jacobs Wyper Architects
In Case of Emergency
ROOM: 207A
What are the essential considerations when pursuing a comprehensive
security strategy for a critical facility? Should site selection be based upon
reducing vulnerability or improving utility infrastructure access? How does
an organization effectively prioritize hardening and redundancy? Our panel
tackles the myriad issues associated with securing data centers, hospitals and
labs, and offers a road map to establishing a responsive, responsible approach
to developing best practice outcomes and worst-case scenarios.
Learning Objectives
1. Review criteria for emergency preparedness and resilience
2. Discuss the role of government standards in critical facilities site selection
3. Understand the importance of creating, maintaining, and testing a contingency plan specific to mission critical facilities
4. Discuss lessons learned from crises and how to apply them to future disasters that could affect an organization

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.15

T2.7C Data Center Energy Efficiency:
From Business Case to Implementation

Christopher Wade
CDCEP, CBCP, CPPL
National Technical Services Program Manager,
Critical Environments
Newmark Grubb Knight Frank
Energy, Sustainability and Cost Control
ROOM: 207C
When pursuing data center energy, it is imperative to secure senior-level buy-in and
establish achievable expectations. This session outlines the necessary steps, including establishing an energy baseline, conducting energy assessments, and analyzing
the results for effective planning. Data center efficiency metrics (PUE, DCE and
DCPE) will be discussed, as will the four constraints to energy efficiency. Attendees
will come away with an awareness of common energy efficiency pitfalls and ways to
avoid them, and learn how to maintain efficiency in the near and long term.
Learning Objectives
1. Understand how to establish an energy efficiency baseline
2. Identify data center efficiency metrics
3. Learn how to improve energy efficiency in a data canter
4. Avoid common pitfalls of energy forecasting
5. Specify how to manage a data center energy efficiency program for the long term

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.15
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T2.8A Combined Heat and Power Benefits
in Hospitals and Data Centers

Nandini Mouli, PhD
Founder/Principal
eSai LLC
Energy, Sustainability and Cost Control
ROOM: 208A
Hospitals and data centers pursue energy efficient sustainability through
a range of ways, one of which is using combined heat and power (CHP). As a
distributed energy system, CHP offers control over electricity generation during
normal and disaster times along with environmental benefits via using the waste
thermal heat generated from a much more desirable fuel, natural gas. This session will illustrate the key dynamics in the CHP industry for critical facilities and
showcase several case studies of projects undertaken recently in Maryland.
Learning Objectives
1. Review how hospitals and data centers pursue energy efficiency
2. Discuss the role of CHP in normal and disaster operations mode
3. Analyze examples of how a CHP initiative directed financial resources
toward client care/support
4. Discuss potential obstacles to implementing CHP and how they can be overcome

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.15

2:15 PM

In a critical facility setting, high performance is achieved through a combination of
system design, implementation, commissioning, and operation, making the proper
interpretation and implementation of smart building technologies vital. Attend this
session to obtain a clear grasp of a variety of building control benefits—including
DCIM—and understand how to implement an efficient, cost-effective system that
maximizes energy savings and boosts efficiency throughout a data center building.
Learning Objectives
1. Review essential controls strategies that every data center should have in place
2. Understand higher level control system functions and how they can benefit the
sustainable aspects of a facility
3. Learn how controls contribute to energy savings and sustainability

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

T3.7A Sentinel Data Center Sites: Successfully Meeting
SLAs

Douglas Head
National Sales Mgr-Data Center
ASCO Power Technologies

Ron Shapiro
Senior Data Center Engineer
DLB Associates
Project Spotlights
ROOM: 207A

T3.3A Improving Outcomes for a Data Center Handover

David Boston
Director of Facility Operations Solutions
TiePoint-bkm Engineering
Best Practices, Codes & Certifications
ROOM: 203A
Today's typical data center startup process offers the operations team only the
barest opportunity to understand how all systems should operate, particularly
in response to component failures and system transfers. Planned operator
training is often rushed (and in some cases skipped altogether) thanks to an
assumption that time is a luxury rather than an investment. This session will
detail how (and why) data center owners can establish rigorous, hands-on
training for new facility operators and reduce the risk of failure in the process.
Learning Objectives
1. Identify key reasons data center handovers are often unaccompanied by
necessary staff training
2. Analyze strategies for data center owners to establish effective training for
new facility operators
3. Review ways to reduce the risk of failure in the handover process

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

T3.3B Smart Building Tools for Data Centers

David Quirk, PE, LEED AP, CEM
Vice President and Principal
DLB Associates

Brian Durham
Vice President and Principal
DLB Associates
Energy, Sustainability and Cost Control
ROOM: 203B

▲ Critical Facilities Summit Booth 718
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(T3.7A Continued)
This spotlight features a build-to-suit case study of the design and implementation of
the Sentinel New Jersey and North Carolina sites completed in 2013, 2014 and 2015, as
well an update on planned future phases. Learn how specific challenges and variances
at each site—including varied power infrastructure (n+1, 2n), thermal management
implementation, cost, PUE, reliability comparisons and commissioning—were addressed in order for the final implementation to match the required SLA for each site.
Learning Objectives
1. Learn keys to establishing the correct partnerships
2. Understand how to select the correct power/thermal architecture
3. Gain insights into successful project management
4. Determine how to ensure broader support footprint

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

T3.7C New Thinking in Airflow Management

Vali Sorell, PE
Vice President & Critical Facilities Chief HVAC Engineer
Syska Hennessy Group, Inc.
Operations and Maintenance Strategies
ROOM: 207C
One of the most common complaints that design engineers hear from data center
owners and operators is that they need additional cooling capacity because the
existing system doesn't maintain an acceptable temperature at the data equipment
inlets. In most cases, the problem isn't one of insufficient capacity, but of poor air
flow management. This presentation will outline strategies that improve data center
air flow results by reducing the amount of air that needs to be supplied and by improving temperature distribution across cabinets. From a better understanding of
heat transfer calculations to hot/cold aisle creation to appropriate tile selection, attendees will review strategies that can be applied in a variety of data center settings.
Learning Objectives
1. Identify frequent complaints with regard to cooling capacity in data centers
2. Understand the consequences of poor airflow management
3. Review data center airflow best practices
4. Discuss the benefits of addressing airflow issues early in the data center
design process

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

3:30 PM
T4.3B Is Liquid Cooling Ready
to Go Mainstream?

Julius Neudorfer, DCEP
Chief Technology Officer
North American Access Technologies, Inc.
Operations and Maintenance Strategies
ROOM: 203B
Liquid cooling is not new in the data center arena; a number of original
mainframes and supercomputers utilized direct liquid cooling. Today,
however, most IT hardware is air-cooled and for most people, liquid cooling
is seen as antiquated. But this past year has seen new developments and
increased interest in liquid cooling, thanks in part to ASHRAE Thermal
Guidelines that now covers liquid cooling categories W1 to W5 for IT
equipment. This session will present benefits and limitations of various liquid
cooling solutions, review factors to consider for new facilities, evaluate when
it may make sense to consider liquid cooling to accommodate high-density
applications, and highlight the liquid-cooled IT equipment available today
and in the near future.
Learning Objectives
1. Learn the basics of ASHRAE liquid cooling categories W1 to W5
2. Recognize potential energy recovery opportunities of hot water cooling
3. Understand the benefits and limitations of liquid cooling
4. Identify when to consider liquid cooling
5. Analyze facility requirements for liquid cooling

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.15

T4.7A Will your DC Emergency Plan go *as* Planned?

Jeff Gilmer
Senior Partner
Excipio Consulting
In Case of Emergency
ROOM: 207A

T3.8A Buy Versus Build: Comparing the Costs
of Building vs. Wholesale

Jeffrey Burges
President & Founder
DataSite
Designing and Building Mission Critical
ROOM: 208A
When (and often times before) data centers reach a capacity or cooling
limits, the question inevitably arises: Does it make more sense to build a new
data center or buy into a colocation center solution? Attend this session for
an analysis of the benefits (and potential pitfalls) of traditional colocation,
and a review of key criteria to include in the value proposition, including
capex, opex, timelines, scalability and flexibility. Learn how to evaluate alternatives in the evolving colocation market space and options.
Learning Objectives
1. Identify common indications a new data center facility or location should be
considered
2. Analyze common buy vs. build options including leasing and cloud-based services
3. Review key criteria which include capex, opex, timelines, scalability and flexibility
4. Learn how to evaluate alternatives in the evolving colocation market space and options

In the event of a disaster your organization likely has established some sort of plan,
be it emergency management, continuing operations, business continuance, or
disaster recovery. While the plan is important, how will you ensure it is functional
and your critical services are available? What are the differences between each of
these plans? What are your organization's regulatory and business requirements
and how do these impact the overall plan? Whether the organization is private or
public, provides healthcare, education, manufacturing, financial services, or other
similar business services, this session will outline various recovery plans and how
to circumvent risks. Join Jeff Gilmer of Excipio Consulting, LLC for a thought
leading discussion to answer these key questions and present step-by-step considerations when creating a proper plan for a critical facility.
Learning Objectives
1. Identify the differences between an emergency management, continuing
operations, business continuance, or disaster recovery plan
2. Understand the steps to creating a successful recovery plan
3. Learn how to prioritize the recovery of an organization's services
4. Understand what is required to recover those services including facilities,
IT, financial and resources
5. Know what to expect in the event of a disaster

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.15

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1
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Are You Proactive or Reactive?
Uncover a better understanding of your assets and
operations to preempt failures and prolong asset life

Like a canary in a coal mine, Canara’s Predictive
Analytics enable early-warning and greater visibility
to the potential threats in your data center and
provide more accurate, proactive direction to increase
reliability and maximize asset productivity.

Predictive Analytics | Monitoring | Critical Facilities Services
For more information, please contact us at inquiries@canara.com or call 877.422.8874

www.canara.com

Critical Facilities Summit Booth 811

© 2015 Canara Inc. All rights reserved. Canara and the Canara logo are trademarks of Canara.
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T4.7C DOE Better Buildings Challenge:
Making the Case for Data Center Metering

Elena Berger
Science & Technology Policy Fellow,
Federal Energy Management Program
U.S. Department of Energy

T4.3A The Fluid Data Center:
Managing Change in Critical Facilities

Christopher Wade, CDCEP,
CBCP, CPPL
National Technical Services Program Managert
Critical Environments, Newmark Grubb Knight Frank

Steve Greenberg
Senior Energy Management Engineer
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Project Spotlights
ROOM: 207C
The session will present the Data Center Metering and Resource Guide, a recently published material developed by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) and supported by Department of Energy’s (DOE) Better Buildings
Challenge, a national leadership initiative promoting the adoption of energy
efficiency technologies and best practices in the United States. Elena Berger
from DOE will talk about DOE's Better Buildings Initiative and will introduce
Steve Greenberg from LBNL who will make a presentation about the Metering
Guide. The audience will get an overview of different levels of metering and
implementation scenarios, as well as optional metering methods. The session
will allow enough time for questions and discussion with speakers.
Learning Objectives
1. Learn about the Data Center Metering and Resource Guide
2. Review reccomendations on the adoption of energy efficiency technologies
and best practices in the United States
2. Understand key components of the DOE's Better Buildings Initiative and Metering Guide
4. Analyze different levels of metering and implementation scenarios, as well
as optional metering methods

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.15

Lars Strong
Senior Engineer
Upsite Technologies

Mark Seymour – moderator
Chief Technology Officer
Future Facilities, Inc.
Operations and Maintenance Strategies
ROOM: 207C
An expert panel of data center owner-operators, designers and consultants will
explore the role of the data center in supporting business goals, and identify
the challenges that are inherent in data center operations. Moderated by Future
Facilities’ CTO, Mark Seymour, the panel will share their experiences operating and troubleshooting the world’s leading data centers, with emphasis on the
often-overlooked or misunderstood engineering aspect, and share their views on
proactively managing change in critical facilities; on ensuring that the data center’s
performance is fully understood, quantified and managed; on controlling risk and
scaling back overprovisioning; and on eliminating fear of the unknown.
Learning Objectives
1. Analyze how the data center can deliver specific business needs
2. Discuss role of DCIM in providing data and proceses and why it’s not enough
3. Review the consequences of not addressing engineering issues
4. Understand the value or cost of engineering and its reach throughout the organization

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.15

T4.8A Predictive Analytics:
Better Performance for the Long Term

Steve Manos
Chief Business Officer
Canara

Brian Hanking
Chief Technology Officer
Canara
Project Spotlights
ROOM: 208A
Critical infrastructure must be closely monitored and maintained to ensure reliability
and uptime. In order to have visibility into potential failures, most facility operators
use sophisticated monitoring systems and collect performance data from their
electrical and mechanical infrastructure. The resulting data provides valuable information on what has happened but further analysis is often needed in order to extract
meaningful, actionable insights. This presentation will discuss how implementing a
predictive analytics capability can yield tremendous insights into operations and can
be the extension that a staff needs to ensure uptime and maximize asset productivity.
Learning Objectives
1. How predictive analytics can increase the performance of a data center
and prolong asset life
2. Understand the importance of historical data to accurately trend and
predict future events
3. Discuss the role of the predictive analytics expert to provide deep analysis
and conditioned-based decisions that save time and money

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.15
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7

8:30 AM - GENERAL SESSION
GS1 I Beg to Differ: Opposing Views
on Data Center Facility Management

David Quirk, PE, LEED AP, CEM
Vice President and Principal
DLB Associates

Bruce Thorpe
Global Energy & Critical Environments
NVIDIA Corporation

Edward Sullivan - moderator
Editor
Building Operating Management Magazine
Best Practices, Codes & Certifications
ROOM: 207
Ask three data center managers the best way to operate a mission critical
building, and you’ll get three different answers—each one detailed, deliberate
and definitely opinionated. Whether the topic is cloud vs. construction,
raised floor vs. slab, airside vs. waterside economizers, there’s no shortage
of varying viewpoints. Bring yours to Critical Facilities Summit’s first

9/10/15 3:46 PM
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CONFERENCE SESSIONS
(GS1 Continued)
crowdsourced general session, which will tap into the use of smartphone
polling technology to identify which topics are up for debate among our
panel of seasoned (and some might even say salty) data center professionals.
Share your stance as well, and help shape the debate.

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.15

Learning Objectives
1. Review the most at-risk elements of an enterprise data center
2. Clarify what measures should — and shouldn’t — be pursued to maximize ROI
3. Analyze the role of operation, size, space, cooling and reliability in enterprise data center lifecycles
4. Understand the benefits and applications of a data center hybrid solution

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

10:00 AM
W2.3A Building Information Modeling for Facility
Management

Mark Seifried, PE
Senior Project Consultant
NV5

Michael G. Lindawan, EIT
Project Manager
NV5
Designing and Building Mission Critical
ROOM: 203A
Virtual Design and Construction (VDC) and Building Information
Modeling (BIM) have become the standard for architects, engineers, and
construction managers world-wide, but the rate of BIM adoption for owner
needs is moving at a slower rate. Learn how the BIM process is being used
throughout design and construction to benefit the mission critical facility
owners and teams, and how custom workflows can create a more efficient
way to access asset data information in a new building. This session highlights how BIM/VDC standards and new BIM focused processes effectively
harvest asset data and improve project delivery while increasing productivity
and reducing costs.
Learning Objectives
1. Discuss lessons learned from creating a custom, need based approach to
BIM FM data utilization
2. Understand how your BIM standards should support your intended
course of action
3. Learn how you can leverage built-in software functionality to integrate and
harvest BIM data
4. Discuss the costs and benefits of BIM

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

W2.3B When Legacy Means Liability:
Troubleshooting the Enterprise
Data Center

Mark S. Evanko
Principal
BRUNS-PAK
Best Practices, Codes & Certifications
ROOM: 203B
This session provides a thorough analysis of critical considerations when
assessing the current state of an enterprise data center, and what measures
should — and shouldn’t — be pursued to maximize ROI and reliability.
Whether retrofitting/expanding an existing facility, consolidating multiple
data center/server facilities, or relocating a data center operation, size, space,
cooling and reliability all play a role. Attendees will learn about key data center options and considerations associated with meeting present and future
facility requirements, and learn how to establish a roadmap to maximize a
data center’s lifecycle and optimization.
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W2.8A Innovative Methods to Improve Safety and
Reduce Energy Use in Laboratory Buildings

Tom Checksfield
Senior Vice President, Business Operations,
Exposure Control Technologies, Inc.
Energy, Sustainability and Cost Control
ROOM: 208A
With energy costs that often exceed $10 per square feet, laboratory buildings have
some of the highest operating costs of any building type. Laboratory ventilations
systems comprised of chemical fume hoods, biological safety cabinets and other
exposure control devices are necessary to protect personnel from exposure to
hazardous materials generated during research activities. However, operation of the
laboratory ventilation systems can account for more than 60% of the utility costs. This
presentation will describe the process of establishing appropriate health and safety
specifications, identifying and prioritizing energy reduction opportunities, and implementing an optimization program to achieve safe, energy efficient and sustainable
laboratory buildings.
Learning Objectives
1. Discuss the unique aspects of lab management in regards to codes, energy and
occupant satisfaction
2. Gain insights into effective lab design, construction and operation
3. Analyze best practices with regards to preparing lab renovation and construction projects

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

2:15 PM
W3.3A Containment: What you Need to Know

Thomas Squillo, PE, LEED BD+C
Vice President, Mechanical Engineer
Environmental Systems Design, Inc.
Designing and Building Mission Critical
ROOM: 203A
Because data centers vary in their requirements, infrastructure, function,
and performance, choosing the right containment strategy for a facility will
require a thorough analysis, taking into account rack and air conditioning
system layout, equipment density, growth, cabinet type, and more. This
presentation highlights key considerations when establishing your data
center’s containment strategy, then offers insights into successful real-world
application of the strategy.
Learning Objectives
1. Assess ways in which data center infrastructure requirements may vary
2. Learn how to execute a thorough containment analysis in order to identify an
effective strategy
3. Analyze key containment factors including rack and air conditioning system
layout, equipment density, growth and cabinet type
4. Review real-world containment case studies

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1
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YOUR DATA CENTER.
OUR EXPERT MANAGEMENT.

Stop by booth 823 to learn more &
ﬁnd out how to get $5K from QTS!

Keeping your data center online and efﬁcient is a complex task. QTS can simplify the
process. With QTS Critical Facilities Management (CFM), we manage your data center
as if it were our own. Using an integrated approach with a proven framework and
methodology, we can provide performance efﬁciency improvements up to 20% which
are guaranteed over the life of the contract.

To learn more, visit qtsdatacenters.com/CFM.
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W3.3B Understanding Permanent Electrical
Safety Devices

Dan Hebeisen
Sales Manager
Grace Engineered Products
Project Spotlights
ROOM: 203B
Since its publication, the 2000 edition of the NFPA 70E has fundamentally transformed electrical/mechanical lock-out/tag-out procedures by
focusing on how to lessen electrical risks. But because electrical safety
does not mean zero risk, but rather decreasing electrical risks and their
probability of occurrence to an acceptable level, an increasing community of critical facility end-users are choosing to exceed NFPA 70E and
opting to install Permanent Electrical Safety Devices (PESDs) to curtail
risk even further. The byproduct: An electrically safer work condition.
This spotlight session will identify ways to safely isolate electrical energy and establish an effective electrical safety program.
Learning Objectives
1. Understand the key elements of NFPA 70E
2. Learn key electrical safety terminology including: voltage detectors,
portals, non-contact voltage detector, NCVD, etc.
3. Analyze the features of Permanent Electrical Safety Devices (PESDs)
4. Review how to incorporate PESDs into lockout/tagout procedures

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

W3.7A Joined at the Hip: Security and FM Roles
in Safeguarding Critical Facilities

Monte Mills
Operations Manager, Arvest Systems and
Technology
Arvest Bank

Steve Smith, CFM, CFMJ,
MFE
Manager, Data Center/Critical Systems,
Security, and Facilities Operations
Arvest Bank
In Case of Emergency
ROOM: 207A
The unique nature of the data center and its reliability requirements
demand a safe and secure environment, one that can-at times-create
a contentious atmosphere among facility and security staff. If the
facility manager does not operate a facility in a manner that allows it to
actually be secure, and the security manager has no concern for helping
facilitate the processes required for optimal operation and maintenance, one of the greatest organizational assets is in constant risk of
malfunction or even failure. This session provides a unique opportunity to discuss how the facility and security teams at Arvest Bank have
worked together to identify the big-picture view of what's important,
why it's important, and how to ensure that operations are consistent to
avoid breaches, while at the same time efficiently operating a business.
Learning Objectives
1. Discuss how the facility and security teams at Arvest Bank work
together to identify critical facility priorities
2. Review how the teams work together to avoid breaches while efficiently operating a business
3. Identify unique reliability requirements in data centers

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1
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Consulting-Specifying Engineer
provides engineers with the right information,
at the right time, and on the right platform.

eNewsletters: The wide array of eNewsletters gives
engineers a way to stay on top of the latest news in a
convenient and easy-to-read electronic format.
Sign up for our Newswatch: Data Centers eNewsletter.
This specialty newsletter focuses on data centers and
mission critical facilities, including electrical/power, HVAC,
ﬁre suppression, and other engineering topics.
Subscribe today at www.csemag.com/newsletters

www.csemag.com: CSEmag.com is a highly rated
industry website with industry news updated throughout
the day, a top-notch search engine that segments results
by category, and thousands of archived articles.
You’ll also ﬁnd Webcasts, videos, case studies, and
eNewsletters—an all-around go-to site to gather
information and ﬁnd solutions. You may subscribe to
Consulting-Specifying Engineer magazine at
www.csemag.com/subscribe

Critical Facilities Summit Booth 739
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CONFERENCE SESSIONS
W3.7C O&M Essentials for Data Center
Design and Startup

Terry Gillick
Division President
Primary Integration Solutions
Operations and Maintenance Strategies
ROOM: 207C
Human error is the cause of 75 percent of all critical facilities failures. As the
robustness and complexity of critical facilities have increased for improved
fault-tolerance and concurrent maintenance, it is essential to develop equally
robust operations and maintenance practices early in the project life cycle
starting at schematic. Attend this session to learn how to reduce risk, ensure
day one sustainable operations in critical facilities, and be prepared at turnover with well-documented emergency operating procedures (EOPs) and
completion of initial training.
Learning Objectives
1. Learn how to reduce risk in critical data center startup phases
2. Analyze methods to ensure day one sustainable operations
in critical facilities
3. Prepare for effective turnover to operations staff
4. Assess best practices to document emergency operating procedures
and complete initial training

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

W3.8A Stansted Airport Modernization

Ritch Funderburk

3:30 PM
W4.3A High-Performance Teams Empower
High-Performance Data Centers

Jay Harris
Director of Data Center Services/Facilities
CCIT/ISO DCS
Clemson University

Erik Schneider
Project Manager, Energy Services Group
Duke Energy
Project Spotlights
ROOM: 203A
This Spotlight highlights the collaboration between Duke Energy and
Clemson University, established to research and develop innovative ways
to efficiently and sustainably distribute energy. The activities vary from
high-voltage lines and substations, electric boilers, chillers, USP equipment,
backup generators, CRAC & PDU units, server rack cooling systems and
more; there are currently 18 ongoing projects with two additional proposals
in the works.
Learning Objectives
1. Gain insights into how to modernize an existing data center
2. Learn how to increase support capabilities as business expands
3. Learn how to lower costs for backup power
4. Learn how to more efficiently cool servers

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

Business Development Manager
IRISS, Inc.
Project Spotlights
ROOM: 208A
Stansted Airport is the third largest airport in London, serving 35 million
passengers annually and providing 24x7 service to commercial passengers
and parcel services-a schedule that challenges the ability to complete regular
and safe low voltage equipment inspections. This spotlight session provides a
case study on the implementation of IRISS CAP Series infrared (IR) inspection windows that reduces inspection to meet the available four hours per
night, improving safety in the process.
Learning Objectives
1. Understand the challenges posed by a continuously operating airline
passenger terminal to facility and maintenance management
2. Analyze the cost of an unexpected power supply interruption at the airport
3. Review the IRISS installation project scope and timeline
4. Examine overall payback timelines on project cost

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

W4.3B Modernizing Existing Data Centers:
Strategies for Extending the Lifecycle
of your Existing Facility

Todd Boucher
Principal
Leading Edge Design Group
Operations and Maintenance Strategies
ROOM: 203B
Data center and facility managers today are faced with supporting ongoing
changes without compromising the availability and quality of the services
they deliver. Their existing data centers are struggling to provide power,
cooling and associated infrastructure capacity to support the increasing
needs of their IT systems. Learn how you can extend the life cycle of your
existing data center-improving capacity, efficiency and your ability to
respond dynamically to changes in your data center environment.
Learning Objectives
1. Understand how IT equipment refresh and upgrade cycles impact data
center power and cooling infrastructure
2. Understand the impact airflow management has on data center cooling
capacity and performance
3. Learn new strategies and technologies for effectively providing power
and cooling to today's data center IT equipment
4. Understand the impact of making changes to your live data center environment and what considerations should be made to ensure uptime.

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1
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W4.7A Updates to BICSI, TIA, and ISO Data Center
Standards to Reflect Industry Changes

W4.8A Evaluating Mechanical, Electrical,
Critical Power Options for Data Centers

Jonathan Jew

Spencer Huppert

President
J&M Consultants, Inc.

Director of Data Center Market Development,
Facility Solutions
McKinstry

Best Practices, Codes & Certifications
ROOM: 207A
BICSI, TIA, and ISO are updating their telecommunications standards to
keep up with the constant changes in data center technologies and industry
practices. This session will describe the recent updates as well as updates in
progress to US National (TIA) and International (BICSI and ISO) standards
that affect data center designers and owners. It will also describe actions that
designers and owners can take now to prepare for upcoming changes.
Learning Objectives
1. Identify data center telecommunications standards that data center designers and owners should be aware of
2. Analyze the roles of the various standards organizations - BICSI, TIA, and
ISO
3. Learn about changes to data center and telecommunications standards
4. Understand how to prepare for the changes in telecommunications technologies

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

W4.7C Firestopping by the Numbers

Mike Tobias, Sr.

Scott Harris
Energy Manager- Facility Solutions
McKinstry
Operations and Maintenance Strategies
ROOM: 208A
Data centers are comprised of multiple mission critical infrastructure systems including mechanical, electrical, critical power, BMS and other control systems, fire/life
safety and many other complex systems. Developing and implementing a program to
optimize these systems while still supporting the day to day challenges of operating
a 24x7x365 data center can be an incredibly complicated task, particularly in a world
where businesses and other enterprises are becoming more dependent on the data
output of data centers. This presentation contains best practices and insights from
projects encompassing millions of square feet of data center space and hundreds of
MW of IT load for data centers throughout the United States in the last 15 years.
Learning Objectives
1. Analyze mechanical, electrical, critical power, BMS and other control
system functions within the data center
2. Identify the challenge of system optimization within a 24x7x365 environment
3. Understand the increasing dependence on data throughout an organization
4. Review best practices and case studies of successful data center infrastructure projects

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

CEO
UNIQUE Fire Stop Products
Project Spotlights
ROOM: 207C
Professionals in the ITS industry (designers, specifiers, installers, etc.) must
know more than firestopping theory for very good reasons. If a mission critical building experiences a fire resulting in loss of life or property, the facility
professionals involved in firestopping design or installation may be liable.
This session outlines a six-step process developed from hundreds of projects
and meetings with architects, designers, engineers, inspectors, installers,
and project managers that avoids issues and establish a standard operating
procedure for selecting and installing firestop systems from a wide array of
manufacturers and systems.
Learning Objectives
1. Learn how to select, acquire and plan system installations
2. Understand how to establish hourly wall ratings.
3. Analyze the role of Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ)
4. Examine how to digitally document a firestop system

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

www.criticalfacilitiessummit.com
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Elena Berger

Dave Callan

Brian Durham

Science & Technology Policy Fellow, Federal Energy
Management Program
U.S. Department of Energy

Vice President/Partner
McGuire Engineers

Vice President / Principal
DLB Associates

Dave Callan has over 18 years of experience in the design
and analysis of building systems and energy saving measures for new and existing buildings worldwide. Leading
McGuire’s High Performance Building’s practice, Mr.
Callan designs LEED-certified commercial and institutional
buildings, federal buildings, sustainable healthcare facilities,
mission critical facilities and net zero energy buildings.

Brian Durham oversees DLB’s commissioning and
operations support services for the firm’s global offering;
a team responsible for commissioning almost 1,000
megawatts of mission critical facility infrastructure. A
13-year member of the firm, Brian comes to DLB from the
owner’s side of the business, having worked during the
formidable years for Level 3 Communications as Senior
Program Manager in deployment of datacom facilities
across the US. He is an implementation and operations
specialist, who managed construction and transitioned to
operations the first known containerized data center.

Elena is the Data Center Sector Lead in the execution of the
Data Center Partnership under the Department of Energy
Better Buildings Challenge (BBC), a national initiative that
calls on leading CEOs and executives of U.S. companies,
developers, universities, school districts, and federal, state,
and local governments to make significant improvements
in energy efficiency across their operations.

Tom Checksfield
David Boston
Director of Facility Operations Solutions
TiePoint-bkm Engineering
David Boston began his critical facilities career as Facilities
Manager for GTE Data Services from 1985 - 1995. With
the Uptime Institute, he assisted data center management
teams for 14 years in two roles: consortium director and
consultant. Since 2009, he has provided assessments, staff
plans, and the development of comprehensive procedures
and training programs for critical facility clients throughout
North America and Europe. David serves as Director of Facility Operations Solutions for TiePoint-bkm Engineering, a firm
specializing in the design of mission critical data centers.

Todd Boucher
Principal
Leading Edge Design Group
Todd Boucher is the Principal at Leading Edge Design
Group, a data center design firm with offices in Enfield,
NH and Johannesburg, South Africa. Todd is a Registered
Communications Distribution Designer (RCDD) and
certified by the US Department of Energy as a Data Center
Certified Energy Practitioner (DCEP). Since founding Leading Edge Design Group in 2007 Todd has led the strategy
and design development efforts on complex data center
projects in both the public and private sector.

Senior Vice President, Business Operations
Exposure Control Technologies, Inc.
Mr. Tom Checksfield is currently Senior Vice President,
Business Operations at Exposure Control Technologies Inc.
(ECTI). Before joining ECTI Mr. Checksfield worked as the
General Manager at Tek-Air Systems Inc., a critical environment controls manufacturer. Prior to Tek-Air, Mr. Checksfield
worked with Siemens Building Technologies as a Senior Account Manager, specializing in critical environmental control
systems. Mr. Checksfield has over 30 years of experience in
the HVAC, energy management and laboratory control fields.

Bob Cowan
Director of Facilities
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
Bob Cowan is the Director of Facilities at Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center. He is responsible for day-to-day
Operations, Maintenance and Repair of the beautiful,
highly complex, world class, 1.6 million square foot Fred
Hutchinson Campus. The 14 building campus, located in
sunny Seattle WA, is dedicated to both cancer research
and treatment, has over 4,000 employees, and boasts of
3 Nobel Prize winners amongst the staff. Bob’s been at
the “Hutch” over 16 years and during that time has overseen an expansion program of more than 900,000 square
feet and helped the Center win over 20 Energy Awards at
both local and national levels.

Mr. Burges has owned and managed over 21 million
square feet of commercial real estate, valued at over $2.5
billion. These portfolios have consisted of Data Centers,
Telecom Hotels, Bio-Technology Labs as well as traditional
Office and Industrial properties throughout the United
States. Through his 29-year career in commercial real
estate, Mr. Burges has gained a deep understanding of
the property and critical infrastructure needs of the most
discriminating technology companies, while he simultaneously honed his fundamental real estate skill set.
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Principal
BRUNS-PAK
During Mark Evanko’s more than 30 years of experience
in the mission critical marketplace, he has addressed financial/technical specification, design-through-construction progress, and overall project management. He helps
enterprises in industry, academia and the public sector
create robust design/build solutions for mission-critical
data centers. He is a regular presenter at many national
data center and mission critical conferences and has
established business partner developments with AT&T
Consulting, Deloitte, Agilysys, Accenture, IBM, Cisco, EMC,
Mainline, Alcatel-Lucent, AECOM and Jacobs Engineering.

Ritch Funderburk
Business Development Manager
IRISS, Inc.

Chris Curtis

Ritch’s expertise is in the critical power industry. His
experience ranges over 15 years serving the technology
industry to include data centers, SMART Grid, telecommunications, automotive, mining and pulp and paper mills.
Ritch has been responsible for leading adoption of new
practices in to OEM, MRO and industrial applications. His
passions include education of clients in best practices that
improve efficiency, performance and critical life safety.

Senior Vice President of Developments and Acquisitions
Compass Datacenters

Terry Gillick

Jeffrey Burges
President & Founder
DataSite

Mark Evanko

Chris Curtis oversees site selection, real estate development, and facility delivery for Compass’ customers across
the United States. Prior to joining Compass, he was a successful developer of complex build-to-suit projects with
more than 12 years of experience in developing greenfield
build-to-suit projects for federal government tenants.

Division President
Primary Integration Solutions
Terry Gillick is Division President and responsible for the
commissioning business operations, and holds over 30
years of MEP-T design and commissioning experience,
working in mission critical, healthcare, and pharmaceutical facilities. Terry is a national thought leader in the
commissioning of mission critical facilities and extremely
knowledgeable in the engineering and specification of
sophisticated building automation, UPS, emergency power,
defensive filtration, telecommunications, security systems,
and precision cooling.
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Jeff Gilmer

Steve Greenberg

Jay Harris

Senior Partner
Excipio Consulting

Senior Energy Management Engineer
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Director of Data Center Services/Facilities CCIT/ISO DCS
Clemson University

Jeff Gilmer, a senior partner with Excipio Consulting has
more than thirty years’ experience in business, technology
and finance. He is a hands-on leader, recognized for exceptional management, process, methodology and business
acumen. He is effective in both restoring and building organizations through improved long term process improvement
and implementation of solid scalable methodologies. Excipio
has completed hundreds of Data Center assessments in recent years, for both public and private organizations ranging
in size from 350 to over 100,000+ employees.

Steve Greenberg is a Senior Energy Management Engineer
in the High Tech and Industrial Systems Group. He has
researched and applied energy-efficient building and industrial systems, for a variety of clients on three continents over
the past 27 years. He is currently working with the Lab’s
Applications Team, performing research on building energy
efficiency, as well as working with the Lab’s Facilities Division on several new building projects. He has been involved
in design, design review, commissioning, and retrofit.

Jay Harris is the Director of Data Center Services and
Facilities for Clemson University’s Computing and Information
Technology (CCIT) group since 2009. Among his responsibilities are the oversight and daily operations of Clemson’s two
data center facilities, totaling approximately 19,000 square
feet, along with directing the hardware architecture team
and enterprise print facility. Mr. Harris has been with Clemson
since 1998.

Scott Harris
Brian Hanking

Fred Gordy
Director of Cyber Security, Building & Facility Control Systems
SmartCore
Fred Gordy is Director of Cyber Security, Building & Facility
Control Systems for SmartCore and is responsible for the
technology strategy and cyber security for control systems.
Fred has focused on control system cybersecurity for the
past several years and has built a network of cybersecurity
professionals to grow knowledge for control systems at
large. Fred’s portfolio includes projects military bases,
internet datacenters, national retail chains, an international
media company, REITs, and research labs to name a few.

Chief Technology Officer
Canara
Brian has a proven background with over 30 years of
experience in product concept, design, manufacture and
sales in the electronics control arena. Training with the
Royal Air Force, Brian has excelled in fields from electronics and software design through high volume electronics
production management. In 1984 Brian co-founded Topform Electronics and grew it to over 35 people, designing
and producing its own robotic production equipment and
production test computer as well as electronic controls for
high integrity industries such as nuclear and automotive.

Energy Manager, Facility Solutions
McKinstry
Scott is responsible for helping McKinstry’s data center
clients develop and implement energy management
solutions to help them exceed their efficiency and
sustainability goals. Scott has worked in the critical
environment industry for more than 20 years, and has
an extensive knowledge of critical power and HVAC
systems. He has helped data centers owners throughout
North America and Europe to drive down operating
costs, improve operating practices, and implement
energy efficiency strategies that improve uptime.

We put the
control in
access control

As the demand for secure and uninterrupted data grows, the challenge to keep up with regulatory
demands, earn your customer’s trust and safe-guard human life increases. The physical entrances
in your facility must support these directives 24/7. As your entry experts, we offer entry solutions
that work with access control systems to ensure that only one person, and the right person, enters
the secure area at a time. We control the gateway to the most critical of destinations… your reputation.
Visit us at Critical Facilities Summit at Booth #706.

▲ Critical Facilities Summit Booth 706
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Douglas Head

Michael Lindawan, EIT

National Sales Mgr-Data Center
ASCO Power Technologies

Project Manager
NV5

Doug has been in the electrical industry since graduation from
Georgia Tech in 1998. He has led the design and implementation of critical power equipment in various market segments
(Data Center, Healthcare, Industrial). His experience also
includes system integration and critical power monitoring.

Michael has over 4 years of experience in the structural
design and construction industry. Michael’s time spent as
a structural design engineer has enhanced his attention
to detail, project planning, written communication, and
organizational skills. His familiarity with design processes
and construction operations have enabled him to provide
valuable insight on workflow dynamics and modeling
techniques. Michael’s project consulting expertise includes
BIM coordination facilitation, 4D BIM analysis, structural
analysis, data analysis, and graphics development.

Dan Hebeisen
Sales Manager
Grace Engineered Products
Dan has spent 25 years in the industrial automation
industry, including manufacturing and robotics. In the
last five years, he has focused his career in Electrical
Safety. His experience has ranged from facility, agricultural and pharmaceutical automation as well as medial
and diagnostic machine automation. Most recently Dan
has been a featured presenter at various automation
events and has hosted online safety webinars.

Spencer Huppert
Director of Data Center Market Development,
Facility Solutions
McKinstry
Spencer has more than 20 years of professional experience
in critical environment operations and maintenance management. He is one of McKinstry’s subject matter experts on
critical power system design, operation, and maintenance.
Spencer has a successful record of facility and program
management for data centers including transition management, program management, hiring successful facility
management teams, procedure development process
documentation, and maintenance and operations planning.

Jonathan Jew
President
J&M Consultants, Inc.
Jonathan Jew is president of J&M Consultants, Inc.—
an information technology and telecommunications
consulting firm that specializes in data center projects.
Jonathan’s qualifications include 32 years’ experience
with a wide variety of telecommunications and information technology projects including 72 data centers
totaling over 2 million square feet of raised floor space.
He is internationally recognized as an expert in several
fields relating to data center telecommunications infrastructure and telecommunications administration.

Greg Johnson
Director, Data Center Software Solutions
Schneider Electric
Greg is Director of Software Solutions for North
America at Schneider Electric with over 15 years of
experience in systems management and IT/data center
monitoring. In his 8 years at Schneider Electric, Greg
has played a key role in launching Schneider Electric’s
DCIM offer: StruxureWare for Data Centers.
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Timothy Lisle, AIA
Partner
Jacobs Wyper Architects
With Jacobs/Wyper, Mr. Lisle serves as the Public Safety
Design Lead. Mr. Lisle has over 30 years of broad, diversified design and management experience including extensive experience in the design and project management
of many different types of architectural projects to include
public safety, office, industrial, educational, healthcare,
commercial, and residential facilities. Mr. Lisle is a member
of National Emergency Numbers Association (NENA), AIA
National Center for Building Science and Performance
Disaster Performance Assessment Committee, and the
Disaster Assistance Coordinator for Pennsylvania AIA.

Steve Manos
Chief Business Officer
Canara
As Canara’s Chief Business Officer, Steve is responsible
for all Canara Sales and Marketing initiatives as well as
developing comprehensive services to support clients’
needs. Prior to Canara, Steve was the General Manager of
the North America Division of Norland Managed Services a
global provider of data center management services. Prior to
his time at Norland, Manos was at Lee Technologies/Schneider Electric, where he was responsible for operations in the
central region of the United States. His career also includes
positions at Ascent Corporation, Midland and O/E.

John McKenna
Data Center Planning & Engineering
Wells Fargo Bank

Bob Mellinger
President
Attainium Corp.
Bob Mellinger is the founder and president of Attainium
Corp, which he launched to deliver business continuity,
emergency preparedness and crisis management services.
For over 25 years, Mellinger has provided business solutions
and strategic guidance to associations and commercial
enterprises. Hs is a frequent speaker on the topics including
continuity of operations, contingency planning and crisis
management, delivering sessions ranging from the Basics

of Continuity Planning to the Impact of Today’s Threats and
Hazards to Disaster Simulations and tabletop exercises.

Jeffrey Menig
Functional Leader Electrical Systems,
Global Facilities, Facilities Engineering
General Motors

Monte Mills
Operations Manager, Arvest Systems and Technology
Arvest Bank
Monte is a 17-year associate of ARVEST. Monte spent 12
years in the United States Army, Military Police Corps. In those
12 years Monte became a Certified Trained, Combat Medic,
Tactical Interviewer, Rescue Diver, and SERE (Survival, Evasion,
Resistance and Escape) instructor and Tactical Escape Evade
in Urban Environment. He is a PSD (Personal Security Detail)
Expert. In which role he has provided security for 5 different
U.S. Ambassadors, G.W. Bush, Colin Powell, Donald Rumsfeld
and princes and Sheiks from many different countries. Monte
brings a wealth of knowledge from these backgrounds in both
physical and asset protection.

Nandini Mouli, PhD
Founder/Principal
eSai LLC
Dr. Nandini Mouli is a Founder/Principal of eSai LLC, an energy engineering and business consulting company located
at Reisterstown, Maryland. Prior to starting eSai LLC, she
managed energy and chemical businesses at DuPont for
23 years and at Maryland Energy Administration, where she
introduced the financial incentives for the Combined Heat
and Power program through the Maryland Public Service
Commission. She is a featured public speaker on energy
policies and is on the Board of Faith Leaders and Climate
Action Plan, an Obama Administration initiative.

Julius Neudorfer, DCEP
Chief Technology Officer
North American Access Technologies, Inc.
Julius Neudorfer is the CTO and founder of North
American Access Technologies, Inc. (NAAT). Based in
Westchester NY, NAAT’s clients include Fortune 500 firms
and government agencies. NAAT has been designing and
implementing data center infrastructure and related technology projects for the last 25 years. Julius is a member
of AFCOM, ASHRAE, BICSI, IEEE and The Green Grid. He
is an Instructor for the US Department of Energy’s “Data
Center Energy Practitioner” “DCEP” program.

Timothy Oergel, PhD
Chief Academic Officer and Founder
AATC University
Dr. Tim Oergel is the Founder and CEO of AATC
University where he serves as the Chief Academic
Officer, of AATC University Educational Affairs and
Services. He promotes the global academic and
educational innovation at the Advancing Achievers
Technology University Center, by combining Data
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Center, Mission Critical, Social Networking, and
Evidence Based Instruction, to drive profitability and
better student outcomes for Information Technology
Professionals.

in developing engineering software products in the field of
mechanical engineering. In the past fifteen years, he has concentrated in improving the cooling performance of data centers.
He has used both measurements and computational modeling
to address and resolve the cooling challenges in data centers.

David Quirk, PE, LEED AP, CEM
Vice President and Principal
DLB Associates
David Quirk, P.E., provides a variety of engineering
and facilities services including Building Management
Systems, commissioning and design services for energy
and building management supporting the commercial
building industry worldwide. In his former role at Verizon
Wireless Network, David was responsible for managing
the design and construction of the organization’s critical
network facilities throughout the United States. David is
licensed PE and a LEED AP. He is a past Chapter President
of ASHRAE, a voting member on NFPA-76 and NFPA-75,
and a voting member and Chair of ASHRAE TC9.9.

Paul Schlattman
Senior Vice President, Practice Leader
Environmental Systems Design, Inc.
Paul Schlattman is responsible for business development, project administration, strategic planning of data
center, financial trading, and other information technology related projects. His responsibilities include business
development, program management, information
technology merger/acquisition consulting, planning, data
center consolidations, and project coordination. Prior to
ESD, Mr Schlattman founded Nexgen Building Solutions,
and was also Senior Vice President of the Information
Technology Group at McClier Corporation.

Amir Radmehr

Erik Schneider

Director, Sales and Marketing
Innovative Research, Inc.

Project Manager, Energy Services Group
Duke Energy

Dr. Amir Radmehr is currently a member of technical staff at
Innovative Research Inc. He has over 20 years’ experience

Erik Schneider is a Project Manager working in the
Energy Services group at Duke Energy since 2002.

Responsibilities include design and implementation
of projects providing business continuity services to
Duke’s Large Business Customers, primarily related to
data centers and other critical facilities. Erik previously
worked for Duke Energy Royal and for Duke Solutions
developing, implementing, and structuring energy
savings projects and was responsible for operational
oversight of several long term contracts/projects.

Mark Seifried, PE
Senior Project Consultant
NV5
Mark has 13 years of civil/structural design and project
management experience on a variety of public and private sector projects. Mark has successfully delivered
advanced construction management consulting services to owners, representatives, design professionals,
construction managers, and contractors on various
projects throughout the United States. His project
controls consulting expertise includes CPM scheduling
and planning, schedule analysis report development
and presentation, advanced project implementation
of BIM processes, 4D BIM analysis, BIM coordination
facilitation, BIM-FM Integration, cost monitoring and
controls, labor production analysis, lean construction
techniques, and graphic development.

▲ Critical Facilities Summit Booth 831
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Mark Seymour
CTO and Founder
Future Facilities
With more than 30 years of simulation and measurement experience and over 25 applied to building
HVAC. Mark Seymour is CTO and a founder of Future
Facilities. Established at the end of 2003 and focused
on airflow/cooling in data centers from design through
the operational life cycle, Future Facilities provides
CFD simulation services and 6SigmaDCX engineering
simulation software, specifically built for Data Centers.

Ron Shapiro
Senior Data Center Engineer
DLB Associates
Ron has a diverse background in the design and
development of reliable electrical distribution, emergency power, lighting, and fire protection systems for
commercial, educational, industrial and health care
data center facilities. His experience also includes
providing analysis/evaluation of existing and new
electrical distribution systems and ancillary electrical
infrastructure.

Steve Smith
CFM, CFMJ, MFE
Manager, Data Center/Critical Systems,
Security, and Facilities Operations
Arvest Bank
Steve Smith is the manager of Data Center Facilities
and Critical Systems, Building Operations, and Corporate Security for the Home Office Campus of Arvest
Bank in Lowell, AR. He has 22+ years’ experience in
facility operations and maintenance, including Tier
III & Tier IV Enterprise Class production data center
environments. His expertise includes the justification, creation, commissioning, startup, staffing, and
operation of mission critical data center facilities, data
center infrastructure management, data center critical
power and cooling system designs, failure resiliency
and root cause analysis and remediation and more.

Vali Sorell, PE
Vice President & Critical Facilities
Chief HVAC Engineer
Syska Hennessy Group, Inc.
Vali has 25 years of experience as an HVAC design
engineer. He is one of the lead technical resources
for mechanical design for Syska Hennessy Groups
Critical Facilities Team. Through industry publications and speaking engagements, he has become a
leader in updating best practices and advancing the
principles of sustainable design for critical facility
work. He is also a voting member of ASHRAE TC-9.9
“Mission Critical Facilities, Technology Spaces & Electrical Equipment,” and serves as the TC-9.9 Program
Subcommittee Chair.
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Thomas Squillo
PE, LEED BD+C
Vice President, Mechanical Engineer
Environmental Systems Design, Inc.
Thomas Squillo is a Mechanical Engineer for Mission
Critical Facilities with 29 years of experience in HVAC
design and analysis. Throughout his career, he has
been responsible for numerous large scale engineering projects, many with a focus on low energy use
and sustainability. For the past 9 years, he has been
focused on the planning, design, and project management of large scale data centers. He is a leader in the
areas of cooling system innovation, energy efficiency,
and reliability.

Lars Strong, PE
Senior Engineer & Company Science Officer
Upsite Technologies
Lars Strong, P.E., a thought leader and recognized
expert on data center optimization, leads Upsite
Technologies’ EnergyLok Services, which originated
in 2001 to optimize data center operations. He is
a certified U.S. Department of Energy Data Center
Energy Practitioner (DCEP) HVAC Specialist. Lars
has delivered and continues to deliver value-added
services to domestic and international Fortune 100
companies through the identification and remediation
of dilemmas associated with the fluid mechanics
and thermodynamics of their data center cooling
infrastructure.

Seth Thornton
Facilities Engineering Planner
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
Seth Thornton is a Facilities Engineering Planner at Fred
Hutch Cancer Research Center in Seattle where he focuses on strategic planning for critical assets, staff training,
renovation projects, energy conservation measures, and
maintenance programs for the laboratories, patient care
facilities, data centers, and offices across the 15 acre campus. He has a Bachelor of Science in Facilities Management from Ferris State University and has worked in the
Healthcare Facilities Engineering industry since 1999.

Bruce Thorpe
Global Energy & Critical Environments
NVIDIA Corporation
Bruce is the Global Leader of Energy Systems & Critical
Environments for Nvidia Corp, the world’s largest visual
computing company and the dominant processor
supplier in the gaming, cloud, high performance and
automotive computing fields. Educated at the Sydney
Institute of Technology, Sydney Australia Bruce has
lived and worked throughout Asia and Europe and
currently lives in San Francisco California. In his
current role, Bruce is responsible for global enterprise
data centers, software and hardware R&D labs, failure
analysis and reliability labs as well as one of the
world’s largest chip emulation facilities.

Mike Tobias, Sr.
CEO
UNIQUE Fire Stop Products
Mike Tobias Sr. started cabling for computers in 1983
when coaxial cable carried network data. Along the
way, Mike encountered the same kinds of firewall
issues cable installers face today and out of sheer
desperation for something that worked, he began to
invent firestop products. Two of his original inventions, the Smooth Firestop Sleeve and the Split Sleeve
Firestop System were issued patents and became
the prototypes for most of the competitive firestop
sleeves on the market today.

Christopher Wade, CDCEP, CBCP, CPPL
National Technical Services Program Manager,
Critical Environments
Newmark Grubb Knight Frank
Chris has over two decades of experience in the mission-critical facility arena and is currently the National
Technical Services Program Manager at NGKF and
oversees the Critical Environment Facility Operations
Program. He’s the Principal Consultant at Resilient
Mission-Critical Solutions which provides critical facility consulting for data center operations audits and
energy efficiency assessments. Previously he was
the Senior Manager for Global Data Center Facility
Services at Walmart for 10 years where he directed
the execution of the Global Data Center Strategy
ensuring business needs were met while leading the
transformation of complex mission critical projects.

Richard Warner, PE, CxA,
DCEP, EBCP
President/CEO
O&M Engineering
Currently the President/CEO of OME (omefacilitysolutions.com), an industry leader in innovative solutions
for the facility automation industry. As an electrical
engineering graduate student, he published research
in the area of evolutionary algorithms for large-scale
power system stabilization. During his career, he
has focused on solutions for complex control and
automation systems in the Power Utility, Waste Water,
Manufacturing, Healthcare, Research Laboratory,
Mission Critical Computing and Facility Energy Management industries.

John Yoon
Senior Electrical Engineer
McGuire Engineers
John Yoon, PE, LEED AP ID+C, has been designing
and implementing electrical distribution infrastructure
solutions for higher education, hospitality and Fortune
500 corporate clients for 19 years. Yoon is a senior
electrical engineer with Chicago-based McGuire
Engineers.
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ABB Inc.
Booth# 323
16250 W. Glendale Drive
New Berlin, WI 53151
262-785-3200
www.abb.us/drives

ABB provides a wide range of
products, integrated solutions and
expertise that ensures data centers
and HVAC facilities operate with
optimum reliability and efficiency.
From complete power distribution
systems to enterprise management
and energy efficient HVAC drive
solutions, ABB provides savings in
installation, energy, space and maintenance. Customers include data
center developers, owners and operators, IT equipment manufacturers,
facilities management and utilities.

ABM
Booth# 734
551 Fifth Ave., Suite 300
New York , NY 10176
212-297-0200
www.abm.com

ABM is one of the largest facility
management services providers
in the U.S. We offer state-of-theart janitorial, facility, parking and
security services cost effectively
throughout 300+ offices in the
U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico. With
2015 fiscal revenues surpassing $5
billion, our substantial base of
long-term clients demonstrates the
importance we place on building
enduring relationships.

ABT Critical Facility
Services
Booth# 634
330 E Hebron St., Suite A
Charlotte, NC 28273
704-665-8610
www.wemanagepower.com

ABT Power Management's Critical
Facility Services group provides a
mission critical approach to meet
the needs of our clients. In order to
maintain the client's entire critical
infrastructure, ABT-CFS employs
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and works hand-in-hand with industry professionals utilizing the
best practices and manufacturer recommended procedures. We service
any client whose business operations
require a total integration of products, services, and management.

lawmakers, and the community,
fosters cooperative action between its members and organizations, and supports scholarships.

AFCOM North Carolina
Chapter
Advancing Achievers
Technology University
(AATC)
Booth# 838
7915 Park Road, Suite 100
Charlotte, NC 28210
480-278-5213
www.aatcuniversity.com

AATC University offers the Mission Critical Assessment Portfolio
(MAP) a degree plan that is an
interdisciplinary program which
provides students with cooperative education and/or prior college-level learning. We have developed a number of pathways
for both civilian and transitioning
military veterans with opportunities to obtain hands-on training with some of the most wellknown companies in the mission
critical industry.

Booth# 809
1017 Passport Way
Cary, NC 27513
919-287-5716
www.afcomnc.org

AFCOM is one of the most respected
names among data center industry
associations, due in large part to its
exceptional services and resources.
Our NC Chapter is active with quarterly meetings consisting of interesting site tours, presentations on topics
of current interest, and an environment for networking with peers.

Amerex Fire Protection
7595 Gadsen Hwy.
Trussville, AL 35173
714-280-1053
www.amerex-fire.com

Booth# 807
1927 S. Tryon St., Suite 300
Charlotte, NC 28203
704-338-1292
www.aee-ncpc.org/

Founded in 2013, AEE North
Carolina Piedmont is the local
chapter of the national Associates of Energy Engineers (AEE).
The Chapter presents education
programs related to the energy
industry, provides networking
opportunities for building industry professionals, educators,

Booth# 636
250 W. Court St., Suite 400 W
Cincinnati, OH 45202
513-568-3661
www.getfacilified.com

Facilify® is a web-based digital
facilities manual containing all
critical facility management information necessary for operating and maintaining a facility.
Clients who use facilify® have
intuitive, 24/7, immediate access
to important facilities management reference materials such as
equipment manuals, 3D models,
photographs, videos, drawings,
schematics, warranties, subcontractor/vendor contact information, product information/cut
sheets, reports and more.

ASCO Power
Technologies
Booth# 206

Booth# 120

AEE Piedmont

Ascendum

Made in America. Modular.
Scalable. Portable. Economical.
Flexible. UL listed. FM approved.
LEED and HIPAA compliant. All
these terms describe the Amerex
Waterless Fire Protection System
(CPS). CPS is one of the safest
and smartest business decisions
you'll ever make to protect your
business while giving you a
peace of mind that water based
fire protection systems alone
cannot. CPS offers you a choice
of NOVEC 1230 or FM-200 waterless suppression agents. Stop
by to learn more at Booth 120.

50 Hanover Road
Florham Park, NJ 07932
800-800-ASCO(2726)
www.emersonnetworkpower.
com/en-US/Brands/ASCO/
Pages/default.aspx

ASCO Power Technologies is the
world leader in transfer switches, paralleling switchgear, loadbanks, surge suppressors and
controls for critical power applications. ASCO innovations improve reliability for mission-critical operations like healthcare
facilities and data, telecommunications and financial centers.
Advanced diagnostics, power
monitoring and remote controls
provides system status, reports
and analysis. Rely on ASCO engineering expertise, dependable
quality, range of products, customer support and 24/7 service
for prime, emergency and standby power systems.
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ASM Modular Systems Inc.

BFPE International

Booth# 221

Booth# 727

9500 Industrial Center Drive
Ladson, SC 29456
843-534-1110
www.asmproducts.com

7512 Connelley Drive
Hanover, MD 21076
800-966-2212
www.bfpe.com

ASM Modular Systems, as a member of Kingspan Group, is a market
leader in the manufacturing of raised
access floor systems for data centers.
Included in our product offering is
containment solutions, spot cooling,
access floor accessories and various
air flow options to fit different needs.

BFPE provides "Total Fire Protection." 24-hour emergency service, inspection reports, scheduled preventative maintenance, fire extinguishers
and central station monitoring. Design, installation and servicing of early warning detection, carbon dioxide,
clean agent, fire alarm and sprinkler
systems. Security intrusion, access
control and cameras. NICET certified, registered fire protection engineers and factory trained personnel.
BFPE International, more than 45
years of quality service.

Automated Logic Corp.
Booth# 635
1150 Roberts Blvd.
Kennesaw, GA 30144
770-795-4873
www.automatedlogic.com

Automated Logic is a leading provider of innovative building management solutions. For more than
30 years, ALC has been dedicated to
designing easy-to-use building automation systems that provide the
highest possible energy efficiency,
while ensuring occupant comfort.
Automated Logic is a part of UTC
Building Industrial Systems, a unit
of United Technologies Corp.

Aztec, a Division of Mestex
Booth# 519
4830 Transport Drive
Dallas, TX 75247
214-819-5262
www.aztec-server-cooling.com

Aztec from Mestex, a division
of Mestek, offers a broad array
of cooling solutions for mission
critical applications. From highly energy efficient direct evaporative cooling solutions and indirect
evaporative cooling solutions to
portable air conditioners to packaged rooftop units designed for
higher hot aisle return temperatures we have a solution. Aztec and
its sister brands from Mestex have
been providing adiabatic cooling
solutions for over 60 years. Products
from Mestex come standard with
digital control systems.
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Blackmon Service Inc.
Booth# 522
1601 Cross Beam Drive
Charlotte, NC 28217
704-364-9009
www.blackmonservice.com

Blackmon Service Inc. is a full service mechanical and electrical contractor specializing in critical environments such as computer rooms
and data centers. Services offered
include equipment installations,
service and maintenance, thermal
imaging, load bank testing, battery
testing, controls integration, power
quality metering and arc-flash analysis. Blackmon Service Inc. serves
all of North and South Carolina.

Edam security entrances ensure
that only one authorized person,
per card swipe, enters your high
security area.

Carolina CAT
Booth# 115
9000 Statesville Road
Charlotte, NC 28269
704-598-2200
www.carolinacat.com

Building Operating
Management Magazine
Booth #707
2100 W. Florist Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53209
414-228-7701
www.facilitiesnet.com/bom

Building Operating Management
magazine is the leading magazine for building owners and
facilities executives responsible
for commercial and institutional
buildings. Readers are executives
who own or manage high-rise
office buildings, college campuses, school districts, hospitals,
medical clinics, retail chains, hotels and government buildings.

Canara

Caterpillar is a recognized leader
of distributed power for a wide
range of industries. We deliver
the reliability you need for your
mission-critical facility. We offer
a full range of quality diesel and
gas powered Cat generator sets.
Coupled with our unbeatable
knowledge, expertise and service,
we offer a world class power solution, whatever the application or
operating conditions.

Carrier Rental Systems
Booth# 319
1237 Biscayne Drive
Concord, NC 28027
800-586-8336
www.carrierrentals.com

Carrier Rental Systems is a leading
provider of specialized cooling, heating, dehumidification and power
generation rental equipment. With
locations across North America we
are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week to provide customers fast and
reliable service.

Booth# 811
181 3rd St., Suite 150
San Rafael, CA 94901
415-462-8950
www.canara.com

Boon Edam Inc.
Booth# 706
402 McKinney Parkway
Lillington, NC 27546
800-334-5552
www.boonedam.us

Boon Edam is a 140-year old
manufacturer and full service
provider of security entrance
solutions. Fortune 1000 and government agencies use our security revolving doors and mantrap
security portals to protect critical
data and hardware by eliminating
the threat of tailgating and piggybacking into sensitive areas. Boon

Canara provides predictive analytics, monitoring and critical facilities services to ensure against
critical power system failure.
Our customers include the
world's leading data centers that
require 100 percent uptime for
their customers. Our constant
on-site system monitoring, coupled with our patented cloudbased monitoring system, 7x24
support, and predictive analytics
provides you the security that
you will avoid problems before
they happen.

CBS ArcSafe
Booth# 833
2616 Sirius Road
Denton, TX 76208
940-382-4411
www.cbsarcsafe.com

CBS ArcSafe develops remote racking and switching systems for most
all OEM-produced circuit breakers
and switches. CBS ArcSafe's products allow technicians to be stationed
up to 300 feet away during the potentially dangerous operation – virtually eliminating the possibility of
injury or death resulting from an arc
flash. All of CBS ArcSafe's products
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are manufactured in the USA at its
Denton, TX, headquarters. Learn
more at CBSArcSafe.com, or call
toll-free at 877-4-SAFETY.

CBS Nuclear Services
Booth# 835
501 Union West Blvd.
Matthews, NC 28104
704-882-1875
www.cbsnuclear.com

Group CBS has affiliates throughout the U.S.; and has been actively
serving industrial and utility companies for over 25 years with the
largest inventory of new, surplus
and reconditioned low and medium voltage power equipment
and replacement parts available in
North America.

Chillicothe Metal
Company Inc.
Booth# 621
4507 E. Rome Road
Chillicothe, IL 61523
309-574-5421
www.cmcousa.com

Since 1963, Chillicothe Metal Company has been the world’s leading
manufacturer of environmental
enclosures, packaged generator sets,
trailers, fuel tank bases, electrical
controls, and other products for the
power generation, utility, petrochemical, vacuum/blower, mining, marine,
military, and specialty industrial
markets. Our environmental enclosure packages can be found throughout the world in high profile installations such as the Statue of Liberty,
Federal Reserve Banks, and NASA.

Charlotte Chapter of IFMA
Booth# 829
P.O. Box 36815
Charlotte, NC 28236
704-618-4530
www.ifmacharlotte.com

The Charlotte Chapter of IFMA is
approximately 145 members strong.
Our chapter was chartered in 1987
and continues to be the premier resource for Facility Managers in the
Carolinas. We have 10-12 well-attended networking, social, educational, charitable and fun events scheduled throughout the year, including a
May Charity Golf Tournament that's
not to miss. Visit our web site today.

Chatsworth Products Inc.
Booth# 607
31425 Agoura Road
Westlake Village, CA 91361
800-834-4969
www.chatsworth.com

Chatsworth Products (CPI) is a
global manufacturer providing
voice, data and security products and service solutions that
optimize, store and secure technology equipment. CPI products offer innovation, configurability, quality and value with
a breadth of integrated system
components, covering virtually
all physical layer needs.
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Consulting Specifying
Engineer
Booth# 739
1111 W. 22nd St., Suite 250
Oak Brook, IL 60523
630-571-4070
www.csemag.com

Consulting-Specifying Engineer is a
resource for engineering professionals working in the non-residential
construction industry. We provide
the most current and critical information on fire/life safety for facilities,
as well as the mechanical, electrical,
HVAC and plumbing applications
involved in construction and retrofit,
along with the codes and standards
surrounding each area.

conference offers this comprehensive
overview of what’s working now in
the design, construction and management of data centers, hospitals,
labs and other mission critical facilities. Stop by the CFS booth to meet
our staff, learn more about how we
put the agenda together, and make
suggestions for next year’s show.

Data Clean Corp.
Booth# 434
1033 Graceland Ave.
Des Plaines, IL 60016
800-328-2256
www.dataclean.com

Data Clean provides scheduled
maintenance, post-construction and
emergency cleaning for thousands
of critical environments around the
world. In addition to data centers and
clean rooms, Data Clean services laboratories, hospitals, vivariums, and
mechanical spaces. Data Clean Technical Services provides a host of audit
and consulting services, including
cleanroom certification, contaminate
analysis, hot spot remediation and
aisle containment design.

DC Group
Booth# 235
1977 W. River Road, N.
Minneapolis, MN 55411
800-838-7927
www.dc-group.com

DC Group services all makes and
models of Uninterruptible Power
Supplies (UPSs) throughout North
America. Our longevity (40 years);
client renewal rate of 95 percent;
and excellent value have led to our
being on the INC 5000 list of fastest
growing companies for five years.
Regular PMs plus proactive maintenance of consumables such as
capacitors and fans puts us a notch
above-and extends equipment life.

Charlotte Convention Center • Charlotte, NC • October. 3-5, 2016

Critical Facilities Summit
Booth# 707
2100 W. Florist Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53209
414-228-7701
www.criticalfacilitiessummit.com

Critical Facilities Summit, now in its
third year, is the only event of its kind
that focuses on data center and mission critical issues from the FM and
design/build perspectives. No other

bles, manufactured and tested in
a controlled environment, with a
24-hour turn-around. We offer an
unprecedented number of receptacles and use the highest quality components in the industry, with color
choices and variable lengths, to fit
your specific requirements. Our Excel-based cable builder makes ordering a breeze with auto-population
and one-click customization.

DCN Cables
Booth# 435
112 Franklin Park Drive
Youngsville, NC 27596
919-518-0585
www.dcncables.com

Delta Controls Inc.
Booth# 134
17850 56 Ave.
Surrey, BC V3S 1C7
604-574-9444
www.deltacontrols.com

Control your critical environment
precisely with enteliBUS, the expandable I/O platform that features powerful processors, routing capabilities, and touchscreen
modules. Small footprint and
flexible I/O make it as ideal for retrofits as it is for new construction.
With pulse input capabilities enteliBUS reads directly from energy
meters, saving cost on installation
and for the life of your building.

Duke Energy
Booth# 520
400 S. Tryon St.
Charlotte, NC 28202
704-382-7973
www.duke-energy.com/
energyservices

Energy Services, a Duke Energy affiliate, takes a strategic approach to
design, build and manage electrical
systems for Data Centers like yours,
and more. Our solutions can include substations, distribution systems, switchgear, generators, UPS
equipment, PDU’s CRAC, Chillers,
Rack Coolers and much more.
Hear our project showcase with
Clemson University’s high performance IT center, visit our booth
and our website at www.duke-energy.com/energyservices.

DCN Cables provides custom UL
Listed, Mission-Critical Power Ca-
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Emerson Network Power
Booth# 427

E1 Dynamics Inc.
Booth# 540
P.O. Box 1427
Montgomery, TX 77356
832-581-7487
www.e1dynamics.com

E1 DYNAMICS brings you the
most advanced technologies in
dynamic rotary UPS. The high
power, small footprint dynamic rotary UPS is viewed in today's world as the next greatest
advancement in UPS system
efficiency and reliability. Unit
ratings up to 2,400 kW with
voltages up to 13,800 VAC without transformers are available.

1050 Deerborn Drive
Columbus, OH 43085
614-888-0246
www.EmersonNetworkPower.com

ESL Power Systems, Inc.
Booth# 831

Emerson Network Power, a business of Emerson (NYSE:EMR),
is the world’s leading provider of
critical infrastructure technologies
and life cycle services for information and communications technology systems. With an expansive
portfolio of intelligent, rapidly
deployable hardware and software
solutions for power, thermal and
infrastructure management, Emerson Network Power enables efficient, highly-available networks.
Learn more at www.EmersonNetworkPower.com.

2800 Palisades Drive
Corona, CA 92880
951-739-7020
www.eslpwr.com

ESL Power Systems, Inc. is recognized
as a leader in the design and manufacturing of UL Listed emergency
power solutions. Our designs are safe
and easy-to-use, allowing for quick
connection to backup power during
outages. Our interlocked disconnects allow businesses to complete
load bank testing more efficiently
than other methods. For businesses
working with a portable generator,
our connection boxes will enable you
to make quick connection to backup

power with color-coded cam-style receptacles. If you are looking for safe
and reliable backup power for your
business, please reach out to a member of our team for more information.

Fabcon Precast
Booth# 819
12520 Quentin Ave. S., Suite 200
Savage, MN 55378
800-727-4444
www.fabcon-usa.com

Fabcon Precast is a leading force
in structural precast concrete
walls. Superb thermal qualities, speedy construction and
load-bearing performance make
Fabcon panels an ideal solution
for distribution centers, manufacturing facilities, data centers
and more. It’s never too early to
talk to Fabcon. Our vertical integration will help you clear up

7KH/HDGHULQ0LVVLRQ&ULWLFDO3UHFDVW&RQFUHWH$SSOLFDWLRQV
:KHWKHULWಬVDGDWDFHQWHUPLFURHOHFWURQLFVIDESODQWRULQ
GXVWULDOIDFLOLW\WUXVW7KH6KRFNH\3UHFDVW*URXSWRGHOLYHU
\RXUQH[WPLVVLRQFULWLFDOSURMHFWZKHQDQGZKHUH\RXQHHGLW

/HDUQPRUHDWZZZVKRFNH\SUHFDVWFRPRUFRQWDFW0DUVKDOO
6RUHQVRQ'%,$DW
PVRUHQVRQ#VKRFNH\SUHFDVWFRP

▲ Critical Facilities Summit Booth 337
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questions concerning cost, timing and design. Visit fabconprecast.com or call 800-727-4444

Facility Support Services
(An ABM Company)
Booth# 736
12040 Indian Creek Court
Beltsville, MD 20705
877-587-1762
www.facilitysupport.net

With over 30 years of experience in
installation, service and maintenance
of critical mechanical and electrical
infrastructure, Facility Support Services is your single source provider
with the knowledge and expertise
to ensure equipment reliability and
uptime in data centers, network operations centers, communications
facilities, POP sites and SCIF facilities. Facility Support Services was
acquired by ABM in May 2015 and
will continue to provide excellent
mission critical facility solutions as
we transition in the next few months
to ABM Mission Critical Solutions.

Fike
Booth# 735
704 S.W. 10th St.
Blue Springs, MO 64015
816-229-3405
www.fike.com

Fike Corporation is a globally recognized supplier of precision-engineered solutions for fire protection,
pressure relief, overpressure protection and pressure activation. Since
1945 our highly skilled workforce
has designed and built solutions for
Fortune 500 companies and businesses around the world that want
peace of mind from experiencing
consequences of serious financial
loss or a devastating disaster.

Firetrace International
Booth# 822
8435 N. 90th St., Suite 2
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
480-607-1218
www.firetrace.com

Firetrace International manufactures automatic fire detection
and suppression systems for both
large and small commercial and
industrial applications. Firetrace
pre-engineered systems protect
“micro-environments” – small
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enclosed spaces where high asset
and/or mission critical equipment and processes are located.
Firetrace engineered systems
protect use 3M Novec 1230 clean
agent to protect large spaces. Firetrace systems have listings and
approvals from 20 international
agencies.

Fluke Corp.
Booth# 334
6920 Seaway Blvd.
Everett, WA 98203
425-446-4600
www.fluke.com

Fluke Corporation is the world
leader in the manufacture, distribution and service of electronic test tools and software. From
industrial electronic installation,
maintenance and service, to precision measurement and quality
control, Fluke tools help keep industry around the globe running.
Typical users include technicians,
engineers, metrologists, medical-device manufacturers, and
computer network professionals
who use tools to help extend their
abilities.

Fuji Electric Corp. of
America
Booth# 536
50 Northfield Ave.
Edison, NJ 08837
732-560-9410
www.americas.fujielectric.com

Fuji Electric provides complete
solutions for the protection of
valuable data in critical applications, including our reliable
and efficient uninterruptible
power supplies. The aging electrical grid and recent increase in
power outages makes this type
of equipment vital for facilities
such as data centers, telecommunication offices, and emergency
centers.

Generex Systems Inc.
Booth# 239

Future Facilities Inc.
Booth# 321
2055 Gateway Place, Suite 110
San Jose, CA 95110
408-436-7701
www.futurefacilities.com

For a decade, Future Facilities has
provided computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software and consultancy services to the world’s largest
data center owner-operators and to
the industry’sleading consultancies.
With global offices, our managed engineering services and modeling software deliver ‘engineering simulation’
unique insight into the performance
of the data center.

1236-F Highway 16 N.
Denver, NC 28037
704-966-1577
www.generex.us

As the power and environmental monitoring industry continues to expand, customers
require high performance from
their UPS and battery systems.
They are looking for systems
that deliver a comprehensive,
web-based, monitoring package
integrated with a battery management system that will enable
them to extend the life and reliability of batteries.

Geist
Booth# 637
1821 Yolande Ave.
Lincoln, NE 68521
402-474-3400
www.geistglobal.com

Geist develops industry leading technology and software for the four cornerstones of data center management,
namely power, cool, monitor, DCIM;
providing a broad selection of services
and products for complete data center
management solutions. For over 20
years Geist has designed intelligent 15120A PDUs, building its business and
reputation by providing 100% customizable options, promoting innovation, quality and total satisfaction.

Generac Power Systems
Booth# 601
S45 W29290 Wisconsin 59
Waukesha, WI 53189
262-544-4811
www.generac.com

Generac's industrial generator sets
utilize an integrated approach to
building the optimum system for
each application by matching the
best engine, alternator, control panel, enclosure, and base tank for the
most effective solution up to 9MW.
Diesel, bi-fuel, gaseous engine
solutions are available. On-board
modular paralleling systems and
automatic transfer switches provide
innovative systems for critical facilities, including redundancy.

Grace Engineered
Products, Inc.
Booth# 126
1515 East Kimberly Road
Davenport, IA 52722
800-280-9517
www.grace-eng.com

The Voltage Test Station (VTS)
provides a productive method
of performing lock-out, tag-out
(LOTO) procedures, while still
meeting and exceeding NFPA
70E/CSA Z462 and OSHA energy isolation principles. The VTS
combines a voltage indicator and
test points to confidently verify
electrical energy, thereby eliminating guesswork and keeping
your workers safe.

Hewlett-Packard
Booth# 518
3000 Hanover St.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
650-857-1501
www.hp.com/go/cfs

Providing advice and guidance to customers about how
to evolve their IT and facilities
infrastructure to maximize efficiency, reliability, agility and
return on IT while reducing operational costs.
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Honeywell System
Sensor

ILC Dover LP
Booth# 612

Booth# 237
3825 Ohio Ave.
St. Charles, IL 60174
630-377-6580
www.systemsensor.com

System Sensor is the world leader in
fire detection and notification technologies, specializing in smoke detection, CO detection, AV notification,
and sprinkler system monitoring.
Our FAAST Fire Alarm Aspiration
Sensing Technology® provides highly
accurate, very early warning of fires
to protect your mission-critical assets
and data from even the faintest traces
of smoke. Visit www.systemsensor.
com to learn more.

HOTSTART
IDenticard Access
Control

Booth# 720
5723 E. Alki Ave.
Spokane, WA 99212
509-534-6171
www.hotstart.com

Booth# 834

HOTSTART is the world leader in
engine heating solutions. We design
and manufacture engine pre-heaters
that improve reliability of generators, gas compression equipment,
locomotives, ships, heavy-duty
machinery and large trucks. Global
companies like Caterpillar, MTU,
and Komatsu trust us with their critical engine heating needs. Our engineering and manufacturing teams
will take your engine heating project
from design to delivery.

25 Race Ave., Fl. 1
Lancaster, PA 17603
855-367-4721
www.identicard.com/rackarmor

RACK ARMOR protects data by
securing and monitoring access
to server racks. This unique, intelligent system integrates with
video to provide a complete
audit trail of server rack usage
through transaction reports that
include links to recorded video.
A mobile app allows users to remotely manage server rack security, including the ability to lock,
unlock, and lock-down racks.

One Moonwalker Road
Frederica, DE 19946
302-335-3911
www.ilcdover.com

ILC Dover is a world leader in the
innovative design and production
of engineered products employing high-performance flexible
materials. Since 1947, ILC has
provided engineered solutions to
complex customer problems.

KEYper Systems
Booth# 818
5679 Harrisburg Industrial Park
Drive
Harrisburg, NC 28075
800-399-7888
www.keypersystems.com

KEYper Systems is America's premier key management systems with
the best customer care and the most

Looking at data centers
differently

We understand the three most
important factors for your data center
are SCALABILITY, COST and UPTIME.
enteliBUS is a perfect fit for your building
automation needs.
It will SCALE to fit your data center
today, and the data center it will become
tomorrow, with its flexible, expandable I/O.
Track COST and effect changes on the
system by directly integrating meter
networks.
Maintain UPTIME. Modules are hot
swappable. We’ve changed the traditional
order of the Hand/Off/Auto switch to
allows for a bump-less transfer, preventing
unnecessary cycling of your equipment.

enteliBUS total control of
S C A L A B I L I T Y, C O S T, U P T I M E .
www.deltacontrols.com
Come visit us at: BOOTH #134

▲ Critical Facilities Summit Booth 134
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KEYper Systems - continued

technology ever built into a key
management system. KEYper has
several solution to fit any budget.

cility operational costs, and optimize
client profitability for the life of their
building. Established in 1960, McKinstry is a full-service design, build,
operate and maintain (DBOM) firm
with over 1,900 employees.

Kidde Fire Systems
Booth# 507
400 Main St.
Ashland, MA 01721
508-881-2000
www.kiddefiresystems.com

Kidde Fire Systems products save
people and property from the dangers of fire. Our broad product offering and design expertise have been
protecting assets worldwide for over
90 years. Recognized for our rugged durability, we're the choice when
early fire detection and suppression
demands are tough. From refineries
to commercial kitchens ... it's likely
that Kidde Fire Systems is on the job.

Kohler Power Systems
Booth# 307
444 Highland Drive
Kohler, WI 53044
920-457-4441
www.kohlerpower.com

Kohler Power Systems protect
critical applications from hospitals and data centers to water
treatment facilities. Before they
see the light of day, our generators endure tough testing standards: sound, power, cooling and
system performance. KOHLER
industrial generators are EPA
emissions-certified, installation-ready and built to work,
from 25 to 3250 kW. Kohler Power Systems has delivered energy
solutions worldwide since 1920.

McKinstry
Booth# 436
5005 3rd Ave.
Seattle, WA 98134
206-832-8552
www.mckinstry.com

McKinstry’s critical facility solutions
group provides support for data
centers nationwide. McKinstry advocates collaborative and sustainable
solutions designed to maintain uptime, ensure occupant comfort, improve systems efficiency, reduce fa-
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Milldam Public Relations
Booth# 139
45 Walden St.
Concord, MA 01742
978-369-9761
www.milldampr.com

Milldam Public Relations is a
full-service PR firm that provides
competitively priced strategic
communications, media-relations,
event-management, business-development and strategic-partnership
services to small and midsize technology, energy, telecommunications
and facilities companies. We work
to find the best avenues for promotion, whether the goal is awareness
of a new product line, continuing
the growth of an existing business
or building brand recognition.

Mitsubishi Electric Power
Products, Inc.
Booth# 420
547 Keystone Drive
Warrendale, PA 15086
724-772-2555
www.meppi.com

Mitsubishi Electric manufactures
precision-engineered, high quality
uninterruptible power supplies to
protect mission-critical equipment
during times of power instability.
We are an industry leader in designing and manufacturing reliable,
environmentally-conscious UPS
systems to extend uptime, prevent
data loss and protect against power
surges. Mitsubishi Electric UPS division offers systems in both singleand multi-module configurations
and a broad range of kVA capacities.

Monico, Inc.
Booth# 135
18530 Klein Church Road
Spring, TX 77379
281-350-8751
www.monicoinc.com

At Monico, we integrate critical assets into control and monitoring
systems and specialize in data acquisition, protocol conversion and
remote monitoring communications. We are recognized worldwide
for our expertise integrating high
horsepower industrial engines and
connected equipment into overall
monitoring systems while providing
superior communications products
and technical assistance across the
industrial marketplace.

Munters Corporation
Booth# 708
16900 Jordan Road
Selma, TX 78154
210-651-5018
www.munters.us

Munters manufactures high efficiency cooling solutions for mission critical facilities such as data
centers, central office and point of
presence facilities. Munters cooling
solutions enable telecom customers to free up electrical power for
their core business. The cooling
system works in the economizer
mode during the extreme ambient
weather conditions of summer —
100°F/38°C temperature and 75
percent RH.

Neptune Coatings Corp.
Booth# 521
4260 Wagon Trail Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89118
702-410-5500
www.neptunecoatings.com

Neptune Coatings provides innovative fluid-applied products
to ensure facilities run smoothly.
Our key product line, WetSuit®
is a patented VOC-Free, water-based two-component cold
spray applied, fully-adhered, auto-terminating bituminous high
grade rubber membrane ideal for
a variety of waterproofing, roofing, air/vapor barrier, and protective applications.

Ontech Electric
Corporation
Booth# 805
555 Peters Ave., #110
Pleasanton, CA 94566
925-400-8138
www.ontechelectric.com

Intelligent power distribution
equipment with power quality and
utilization monitoring capability.
Fully integrated, simplified installation and saving space. Indirect
parallel batteries for backup power
solutions. Reduces maintenance
work, extends battery life and minimizes battery replacement.

ORR Protection Systems
Booth# 513
140 Bluffs Court
Canton, GA 30114
770-426-5092
www.orrprotection.com

Founded in 1970, ORR Protection
Systems provides fire protection systems and related services for mission-critical applications such as
data centers; telecommunication,
cable and internet sites; DOD/DOE
applications; and records/archives.
Technologies expertise includes
air-sampling and high-sensitivity
smoke detection, clean agent and
watermist fire suppression.

PDI
Booth# 423
4200 Oakleys Court
Richmond, VA 23223
800-225-4838
www.pdicorp.com

Power Distribution Inc. (PDI)
designs, manufactures, and services mission critical power distribution, static switching, and
power monitoring equipment for
corporate data centers, alternative
energy, industrial and commercial customers around the world.
For over 35 years, PDI has served
the data center and alternative
energy markets providing flexible
solutions with the widest range of
products in the industry.
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PDU Cables

technology employed provides an
extremely robust, small foot print,
high power solution designed to give
over 20 years of dependable operation.

Booth# 234
5401 Smetana Drive
Minnetonka, MN 55343
866-631-4238
www.pducables.com

PDU Cables is the leading supplier of
data center power distribution cable
assemblies in North America. PDU
Cables offers hundreds of options
of UL Listed, HiPot tested and custom labeled power cables featuring
colored conduit, colored boxes and
faceplates, all in a quick-turn fashion.
Save time and save money with prefabricated power distribution cable
assemblies from PDU Cables.

PermAlert
Booth# 124
7720 N. Lehigh Ave.
Niles, IL 60714
847-966-2190
www.permalert.com

PermAlert manufactures and supplies liquid leak detection/location
systems that help keep mission
critical facilities on line and in
production. The PAL-AT continuously monitors a coaxial cable for
faults (leaks, breaks, shorts) using
time domain reflectometry. PALCOM software can monitor numerous panels from a central PC
allowing for remote control, history logging, troubleshooting and
graphic display of alarm locations.

Piller USA, Inc.
Booth# 620
45 Turner Drive
Middletown, NY 10941
800-597-6937
www.piller.com

Piller's DeRUPS™ is unlike any
other UPS. Consisting of a special
combination of proprietary motor-generator and choke, this UPS
provides a very simple and highly
reliable (MTBF > 1 million hours),
uninterruptible power solution with
exceptionally high efficiencies. The

PSG
Power Solutions Group, Ltd.
Booth# 537
670 Lakeview Plaza Blvd., Suite M
Worthington, OH 43085
614-310-8018
www.powersolutionsgroup.com

Power Solutions Group is a
NETA accredited electrical testing firm. We perform Critical Facilities preventative maintenance
testing of a facility’s overcurrent
protective devices to ensure proper operation and uninterrupted
power. PSG is a highly qualified
electrical engineering firm with
a focus on electrical preventative
maintenance, acceptance testing,
protective relay programming
and testing, arc flash and short
circuit analysis, and fault current
mitigation services.

PowerShield
North America

Prime Power Services, Inc.

Booth# 722

8225 Troon Circle
Austill, GA 30168
770-739-2300
www.primepower.com

408 NE 6th St., Unit 745
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
863-529-9959
www.powershield.com

Make use of PowerShield to
monitor your batteries day-today but also help you predict
future point of failure of your
critical power batteries. Our
Sentinel modular hardware approach combines accuracy and
safety with ease of installation.
Along with our enterprise level
link battery management software PowerShield can help you
get the most from your critical
power batteries.

Booth# 713

Prime Power understands that
when your data center or critical
facility experiences a power outage, every minute can translate
into financial losses. With over
30 years of experience in emergency power supply systems we
offer engineering assistance,
comprehensive maintenance
programs, experienced emergency response and the GTI BiFuel
system which lowers emissions
and extends run-time blending
NG with your diesel generator.

PowerSecure
International
Booth# 614
1609 Heritage Commerce Ct.
Wake Forest, NC 27587
805-705-0435
www.powersecure.com

PowerSecure is a fully-integrated,
turn-key standby power provider.
PowerSecure’s EPA Tier 4 Final
Certified PowerBlock™ design
integrates our gensets, switchgear,
and control/monitoring software
to eliminate the uncertainties inherent in other systems that rely
on elements from multiple manufacturers. PowerSecure delivers
the highest third-party-verified reliability in the industry. You don't
simply buy equipment from PowerSecure, you invest in a solution.

▲ Critical Facilities Summit Booth 820
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Purkay Laboratories
Booth# 236
202 Worcester St., Unit 5
North Grafton, MA 01536
774-261-4444
www.purkaylabs.com

Purkay Labs specializes in portable environmental monitors. Our
flagship product AUDIT-BUDDY™ is a revolutionary multi-level temperature and humidity
monitor that records real-time
and long term scans of data center
conditions. Use this inexpensive
tool to pinpoint and diagnose airflow- issues without touching the
server or existing infrastructure.
Make data-driven decisions to
control energy costs and increase
operational efficiency. Ideal for enterprise facilities, colocations, and
commissioning agents.

emergency and preventive maintenance services to the nation’s
leading data centers. Whether your
needs are local, regional or national,
our rapid-response team is ready to
support your needs.

Raritan Inc.
Booth# 723
400 Cottontail Lane
Somerset, NJ 08873
800-724-8090
www.raritan.com

Raritan is a proven innovator of
power management, DCIM software, KVM and serial solutions
for data centers of all sizes. In
hundreds of corporations worldwide, our hardware and software
solutions provide facilities and
IT managers with the control
they need to increase power
management efficiency and improve data center productivity.

ROXUL Inc.
Booth# 514

QTS
Booth# 823
12851 Foster St.
Overland Park, KS 66213
877-787-3282
www.qtsdatacenters.com

Keeping your data center online
and efficient is a complex task.
QTS can simplify the process.
With QTS Critical Facilities Management (CFM), we manage your
data center as if it were our own.
Using an integrated approach with
a proven framework and methodology, we can provide performance efficiency improvements up
to 20% which are guaranteed over
the life of the contract.

Quality Uptime Services
Booth# 418
50 Pocono Road
Brookfield, CT 06804
203-740-7877
www.qualityuptime.com

The most reliable name in critical
power protection for multi-vendor
UPS and Battery system maintenance. Our skilled team of factory-trained field service engineers
provides comprehensive 24x7x365
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8024 Esquesuing Line
Milton, ON L9T 6W3
800-265-6878
www.roxul.com

ROXUL Inc. is part of ROCKWOOL International of Denmark,
the world's leading producer of
stonewool insulation made from
natural stone and recycled slag.
Come visit us at booth #514 to
discuss how ROXUL roofing products can help you address the risk
management, fire performance,
sound absorbency, environmental
and thermal performance challenges facing your facilities and projects.

Russelectric Inc.
Booth# 407
South Shore Park
Hingham, MA 02043
781-749-6000
www.russelectric.com

Russelectric is an international company that custom designs, builds and
services power control systems and
equipment to meet the stringent
performance and reliability requirements of computer, communica-

tions, health care, and other critical
facilities. In 2010, Russelectric became an employee-owned company.

Safe Fire Detection
Booth# 535
5915 Stockbridge Drive
Monroe, NC 28110
704-821-7920
www.safefiredetection.com

For nearly 20 years, Safe Fire Detection has specialized in the protection of mission critical facilities.
Safe Fire now offers both proven
methods of critical facilities fire
detection; air sampling and linear
heat detection, along with years of
industry experience and technical expertise. We also have added
some new products as we now sell
our new SafeASD720 air sampling
detector made in the USA, the
SafeCable Rate of Change Linear
Heat Detection, SafeSelect Linear
Heat Detection with Prealarm and
Alarm notification, SafeFiber Optic Detection, ProH2O Water Leak
Detection and SafeFlame UV/IR
and 3IR Detectors.

Schneider Electric
Booth# 215
132 Fairgrounds Road
West Kingston, RI 02892
401-789-5735
www.schneider-electric.com/

As a global specialist in energy
management and automation
with operations in more than 100
countries, Schneider Electric offers
integrated solutions across multiple market segments, including
leadership positions in non-residential and residential buildings,
industries and machines manufacturers, utilities and infrastructure
and data centers and networks.
Focused on making energy safe,
reliable, efficient, productive and
green, the group’s 170,000 employees achieved revenues of 25 billion
euros in 2014, through an active
commitment to help individuals
and organizations make the most
of their energy.

Sealco
Booth# 118
1761 International Pkwy
Richardson, TX 75081
972-234-5567
www.sealco.net

Sealco specializes in cleaning and
bypass airflow solutions for critical
environments. From post construction cleaning to preventative maintenance programs, our services
allow your data center to meet today's environmental needs. AirSeal,
Sealco's bypass airflow remediation
program, reduces wasteful bypass
air, hot spots, and energy consumption. AirSeal also instantly increases
your infrastructure capacity. Sealco
distributes and installs containment products including: Koldlok,
HotLok, and Simplex brands.

Server Technology
Booth# 220
1040 Sandhill Road
Reno, NV 89521
775-284-2000
www.servertech.com

Server Technology's power strategy
experts provide power solutions for
labs, data centers, and telecommunications operations. With the best
quality, best technical support and
most patents, Server Technology
products provide uncompromising
reliability, innovation, and value for
the data center. Only with Server
Technology will customers Stay Powered, Be Supported and Get Ahead.

Service Logic
Booth# 127
1338 Thousand Oaks Drive, Ste. C
Charlotte, NC 28217
704-377-3886
www.servicelogic.com

Service Logic is one of the largest privately-held HVAC - Mechanical Services companies in the US. Committed to long-term client relationships,
we service over 90,000,000 square feet
of commercial, industrial and institutional real estate. We execute locally
as Piedmont Service Group, CMS
Controls and AirTight FaciliTech, Inc.
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Starline
Booth# 619

Shockey Precast Group, The
Booth# 337
219 Stine Lane
Winchester, VA 22603
540-665-3215
www.shockeycompanies.com

The Shockey Precast Group is a precast manufacturer/subcontractor specializing in design-build and structural precast for total precast and precast
mission-critical facilities and data
centers. Our experience includes mission-critical facilities in the Mid-Atlantic region, NJ, NY, and Utah.

Simplex Isolation Systems
Booth# 121
14500 Miller Ave.
Fontana, CA 92336
909-429-0117
www.simplexisolationsystems.com

Simplex manufactures the most
complete line of data center hot
and cold aisle containment solutions. Simplex containment products improve your PUE, reduce
cooling demands, lower energy
costs, and increase capacity. Exclusive products like PolySim and
FlexSim class 1 fire rated curtains,
ProGlide sliding doors, modular
ceiling containment, expandable
gap filler panels and modular hard
wall and above rack panels.

Siplast
Booth# 437
1000 E. Rochelle Blvd.
Irving, TX 75062
800-922-8800
www.siplast.com

Siplast is a recognized world leader
in the development and manufacture
of SBS-modified bitumen roofing
membranes. These multi-ply systems
include granule-surfaced Paradiene
and foil-faced Veral. Siplast also offers
lightweight concrete roof insulation
systems for a single source roof
system opportunity, as well as Teranap
waterproofing for plaza deck and green
roofing applications and PMMAbased, liquid-applied Parapro Roof
Membrane for specialized applications.

168 Georgetown Road
Canonsburg, PA 15317
724-597-7800
www.starlinepower.com

STARLINE Track Busway is an innovative electrical distribution system that gives you the flexibility to
change or add power, quickly and
easily, without any down time! And
because it is an overhead system, it
removes the wire congestion that
obstructs air flow under the raised
floor. STARLINE is one of the most
energy efficient power distribution
systems you can buy.

Stellar Energy
Booth# 815
3015 Hartley Road
Jacksonville, FL 32257
904-260-2044
www.stellar-energy.net

is also a battery monitoring system
expert and UPS and battery distributor. For more information, please
visit www.summitpowerinc.com.

Sunbelt Rentals
Booth# 226
2341 Deerfield Drive
Fort Mill, SC 29715
800-667-9328
www.sunbeltrentals.com

Sunbelt Rentals is the second largest
equipment rental company in the
United States with specialty divisions
designed to serve customer segments
requiring a high level of expertise.
Climate Control Services and Pump
and Power Services offer a full line
of complementary cooling, heating,
dehumidification and power generation solutions, ensuring we have
the right equipment for your needs.
Contact Sunbelt Rentals for 24/7 service and support.

TM

Surge Suppression
Incorporated
Booth# 718
P.O. Box 1212
Destin, FL 32540
888-987-8877
www.surgesuppression.com

Simply the best performing most
complete line of Surge Protective
Device (SPD) products available.
From .5Vdc to 7200Vac, telecom,
data, current loop, series, audio, video, lighting and specialty protection.
The highest grade electronic protection for your sensitive equipment.
Over a quarter century of government, industrial, commercial and
residential surge protection.

Stellar Energy is a leading international provider of central utility
plants and process cooling solutions
for a range of mission critical applications, including data centers, healthcare and bio/pharma. The company
specializes in the design, fabrication,
installation and operation of modular chiller plants. Our proven, factory-tested modular design provides
built-in redundancy, and the flexibility to scale up when more capacity is
needed. In addition to modular utility plants, our solutions include free
cooling, cogeneration/combined heat
and power, thermal energy storage,
and redundancy and back-up.

Summit Power Inc.
Booth# 523
1270 N.E. Delta School Road
Lee's Summit, MO 64064
877-274-4237
www.summitpowerinc.com

Summit Power provides nationwide
products and services in all facets
of mission critical (back-up) power
systems. We specialize in UPS and
battery installation, recycling, commissioning, preventative maintenance and inspections, testing, and
infrared scanning. Summit Power

▲ Critical Facilities Summit Booth 537
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Synergy Engineering/
The VMC Group
Booth# 320

potential loss of life, damage to
property, and the disruption/
destabilization of infrastructure.

Tie-Point-bkm
Engineering, LLC

10801 Johnston Road, Suite 105
Charlotte, NC 28226
704-405-3810
www.consultsynergy.com

Nonstructural restraint design specialists serving the critical facilities built
environment to maintain operations
during and after a seismic event. Code
compliant designs and services are provided to reduce the owner’s exposure
to risk and liability from the failure of
the most fragile and costly components
in their facility ensuring the health safety and welfare of their clients.

Tate
Booth# 116
7510 Montevideo Road
Jessup, MD 20794
877-999-8283
www.tateinc.com

Tate, Inc., a Kingspan Group company, is a global provider of data
center construction solutions. Our
innovative products efficiently manage data center airflow to maximize
capacity and reduce costs. Our wide
range of products include raised
floors, directional airflow panels,
containment, cabinets, sensors and
controls that work together to maximize data center performance.

Booth# 820

The Hiller Companies
Booth# 240
3751 Joy Springs Drive
Mobile , AL 36693
251-661-1275
www.hillercompanies.com

Founded in 1919, The Hiller Companies designs, installs and services the
most capable and compliant fire protection and security systems available
in the world. Hiller provides an extensive range of offerings to protect
people and property, including fire
extinguishers, fire sprinkler systems,
clean agent fire suppression systems,
fire alarm systems, gas detection systems, security systems and more.

The Snell Group
Booth# 336
322 N Main St., Suite 8
Barre, VT 05641
802-479-7100
www.thesnellgroup.com

The Snell Group offers training,
certification, inspection, and consulting services for IR and EMT
professionals and their programs
world-wide. We are vendor-neutral
and support all types of infrared
and electric motor testing equipment, regardless of manufacturer.

Technical Innovation
Critical Space Solutions

Thermal Techniques

Booth# 719

1409 East Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28203
704-343-0888
www.ttinfrared.com

2975 Northwoods Parkway
Norcross, GA 30071
770-447-1001
www.ticss.net

Technical Innovation’s Critical
Space Solutions provides custom, turn-key threat management centers designed to help
today’s organizations create efficiencies, increase productivity, and improve responsiveness.
Our team of veteran experts
deliver cutting-edge visualization spaces (NOCs, SOCs, and
SMMCs) designed to monitor
the risks that could result in
catastrophic losses, including
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Booth# 623

Thermal Techniques is a leading
thermal infrared service provider with 35 years of industry
experience. We provide critical
facilities with quality assurance that specifically minimizes
downtime and helps maximize
power distribution and management. We solve tomorrow’s
problems today by providing
infrared inspections, IRISS infrared windows, arc flash studies,
training/certifications, and specialized thermal cameras.

Trane Building Services
Booth# 419

6300 Blair Hill Lane, Suite 300
Baltimore, MD 21209
410-583-9100
www.tiepoint.com

4500 Morris Field Drive
Charlotte, NC 28208
800-755-5115
www.trane.com/buildingservices

TiePoint Engineering, LLC is highly respected for meeting customer
needs by designing data centers that
balance high-availability, efficiency
and the total cost of ownership. TiePoint-bkm provides consulting engineering services for the most discerning customers. TiePoint-bkm enjoys
a hard-earned reputation for exceptional engineering, uncompromising
service and the passionate pursuit of
high-availability.

Trane, a business of Ingersoll Rand,
is the world leader in creating and
sustaining safe, comfortable and energy efficient environments. Trane
solutions include a broad portfolio
of energy efficient heating, ventilating
and air conditioning systems, building and contracting services, facility
management services, rental services,
parts support and advanced controls
for homes and commercial buildings.

TileFlow

Booth# 622

Booth# 534
3025 Harbor Lane N., Suite 300
Plymouth, MN 55497
763-231-1200
www.tileflow.com

TileFlow is a CFD software
product that enables you to optimize the cooling performance of
your data center, save energy, reduce operating cost, and increase
the life of IT equipment. TileFlow helps to identify the causes
of cooling problems and rectify
them, and to design cooling systems for new data centers. TileFlow results have been validated
for real-life data centers.

Total Security Solutions
Booth# 128
170 National Park Drive
Fowlerville, MI 48836
800-513-1468
www.tssbulletproof.com

Total Security Solutions plans,
produces, and installs bulletproof barriers that are aesthetically pleasing. We specialize in
custom bullet-resistant barriers,
bandit barriers and bulletproof
enclosures that fit the design of
your work environment, including a wide variety of standard
and custom bulletproof doors
and windows.

TRAX Industrial Products
P.O. Box 2089
Loomis, CA 95650
916-652-1080
www.traxindprod.com

TRAX Industrial Products is the industry leading manufacturer of environmental and contamination control
barriers — industrial curtains. Our
Data Center Containment Solutions
are specified and deployed in data centers, IT, and mission critical facilities
across the U.S. and abroad. Please contact TRAX for your aisle containment
and airflow management needs.

Trystar
Booth# 526
2917 Industrial Drive
Faribault, MN 55021
507-333-3990
www.trystar.com

Trystar designs and manufactures
Generator and Loadbank Docking
Stations designed to quick connect
a roll up generator.

SimplexGrinnell
Booth# 813
4189 Eagle Hill Drive, Suite 120
High Point, NC 27265
336-841-8550
www.tycosimplexgrinnell.com
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SimplexGrinnell, a Tyco International Company, provides a comprehensive array of fire alarm, fire
sprinkler, fire suppression, integrated security, communications,
and nurse call systems and services.
SimplexGrinnell’s portfolio of life
safety system services includes
testing and inspection, preventive
maintenance, 24/7 emergency repair and Central Station Monitoring.

U.S. Department of
Energy, Better Buildings
Booth# 638
1000 Independence Ave.
Washington, DC 20585
410-997-7778
www4.eere.energy.gov/
challenge/partners/data-centers

The U.S. Department of Energy’s Better Buildings Challenge is
partnering with public and private
sector building owners/operators
to improve the energy efficiency of
their data centers. Participating organizations receive technical support,
training, and national recognition as
an environmental leader and Better
Buildings Data Center Partner.

UNIQUE Fire Stop Products
Booth# 422
20850 River Road
Robertsdale, AL 36567
251-960-5018
www.uniquefirestop.com

UNIQUE Fire Stop Products,
Inc. was incorporated in 1993
for the purpose of firestopping
cable and wire in firewalls. If you
need to firestop cabling, we have
a system for it. We understand
that each situation is different,
and we will help you choose the
right system for your needs. If
we don’t have it in stock or in
the size or configuration you
need, we will custom manufacture it and ship it to you within
24 hours.
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Vanderweil Engineers
Booth# 801
274 Summer St.
Boston, MA 02210
617-423-7423
www.vanderweil.com

Vanderweil Engineers is a 65-year old
MEP/FP, power, and technology services engineering firm dedicated to providing value-added services. Understanding our client’s needs and goals,
applying sound engineering practice,
and utilizing evolving technologies enables our 500-person staff to create fault
tolerant and high-availability Mission
Critical infrastructure capable of protecting a facility’s most valuable assets.

VMC Group, The
Booth# 512
113 Main St.
Bloomingdale, NJ 07403
973-838-1780
www.thevmcgroup.com

market for our pin & sleeve interconnects and are used on primary power to server rack systems.
Additional products UL portable
power distribution, heavy duty
multi-pin rectangular connectors.

Whiting-Turner
Contracting Co., The
Booth# 335
800 W. Hill St., Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28208
704-595-9588
www.whiting-turner.com

Whiting-Turner provides construction management, general contracting and design/build services for mission critical facilities including data
centers, clean rooms, semiconductor
and networking facilities nationwide.
Backed by over 30 years of mission
critical experience, Whiting-Turner
provides high quality construction
services aimed at exceeding expectations and delighting the customer

from first contact to final close out,
on all projects large and small.

WireCrafters LLC
Booth# 539
6208 Strawberry Lane
Louisville, KY 40214
800-626-1816
www.wirecrafters.com

WireCrafters Style 840 Woven Wire
partition system can be used to economically separate and secure customer specific server or network
equipment. Divide entire hosting facilities with the easily reconfigurable
Style 840 Server Enclosure System.
Our open but secure design allows
free circulation of light, HVAC, and
fire suppression systems throughout
the secured server storage areas, and a
variety of sizes and options are available. Strong, durable, and attractive
server cages will impress potential
clients by showing your attention to
quality and security.

The VMC Group is the only Special
Seismic Certification Agency to be
accredited as a Product Certification
Agency. The VMC Group, accredited by International Accreditation
Services (IAS), provides Third Party Certification of non-structural building components and their
mounting configurations. Since
2003 our Engineering Services Division has been providing Special
Seismic Certification to Fortune 500
companies and manufacturers of
HVAC, power generation and fire
protection systems. Learn more
about our services at thevmcgroup.
com or visit us at booth # 512.

Walther Electric, Inc.
Booth# 618
12-F Worlds Fair Drive
Somerset, NJ 08873
732-537-9201
www.waltherelectric.com

Walther Electric is a leading manufacturer of UL Listed IEC60309
pin & sleeve interconnect solutions.Walther pin & sleeve connectors are used in multiple markets for many applications. Data
centers are a core and primary
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CONFERENCE
ROOM MAP

(Meeting Room Level)

LIGHT RAIL
TO PARKING & NASCAR HALL OF FAME
PRE-CONFERENCE
WORKSHOPS:
Monday 12:00 – 2:15 pm
The Disaster Experience:
A Critical Facilities Workshop
Room 208A
The Intentional
Data Center Leader
Room 203B

Down two
levels to
Exhibits/
Hall A

208A

209
Speaker
Ready Room

Wednesday 8:30 - 10:00 am
Room 207
I Beg to Differ: Opposing
Views on Data Center
Facility Management

CONTINENTAL
NETWORKING BREAKFAST:

Continental Breakfast &
Networking Breaks

GENERAL SESSION:

A Concourse Main Level

Monday 2:30 – 4:00pm
Room 207
Aligning the C-Suite
Perspective with the Critical
Facility Mission

REGISTRATION

OPENING SESSION:

Up one level to
Conference
Sessions

Tuesday 7:00 – 8:00 am
Wednesday 7:30 – 8:30 am
Outside of Room 207*

202

*for full-conference attendees only

SOUTH COLLEGE STREET
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207C

207A

203B
203A

TO WESTIN CHARLOTTE
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this spring
Don’t Miss the Only
Event Focused on
High-Performance
Buildings & Workplaces

May 3-4, 2016
Austin Convention Center
nfmt.com/highperformance

Critical Facilities Summit Booth 707
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SSHOW
HOW EXTRAS

SHOW CONCIERGE
Booth #707
Visit us during exhibit hours for all of your show needs:
» Additional show directories
» Copies of Building Operating Management magazine

USB DRIVES/
ONLINE PROCEEDINGS
Your USB drive contains the full portfolio of Critical Facilities
Summit conference presentations. Get yours at the registration
counter and don’t leave the convention center without it!

» General show questions, comments, and feedback

LIGHT RAIL

CHARLOTTE CONVENTION
CENTER SERVICES

Charlotte’s Lynx light rail system is a nice option
for getting around town. To learn more about fares,
schedules and routes, visit www.lynxcharlotte.com.

If you’re looking for information about Charlotte, stop
by the convention center’s Concierge Service at the
College Street entrance by registration. They can provide
local dining and attraction recommendations, direct
you to business center services and much more.

COAT & BAG CHECK
Located in the Critical Facilities Registration area, the coat
and bag check is available to all attendees at no charge.
Hours:
Wednesday 7:00 am – 5:00 pm
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND HASHTAG
If you have social media accounts, be sure to follow us
on Facebook and Twitter for show updates and highlights
throughout the conference, and throughout the year!
@CFSummit
Use the hashtag #CFS15

Critical Facilities Summit:
facebook.com/CriticalFacilitiesSummit

9/10/15 3:26 PM

HEALTHCARE

FACILITIES TODAY
DAILY UPDATES
for Healthcare FMs

Visit HealthcareFacilitiesToday.com
Critical Facilities Summit Booth 707
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All the capabilities you want...
and some you may not have considered!

Custom Designed and Built
Power Control Systems
With mission-critical data and life safety at stake, why would you try to
make do with a standard catalog power control system? Why would
you settle for a less than optimal solution?
Don’t compromise. Insist on a powerful, flexible, fully-integrated
Russelectric Power Control System... custom-designed and built
with your specific needs and wants in mind. Russelectric will custom
tailor a power control system that not only provides all the operating,
monitoring, and reporting capabilities you want, but one that is intuitive
and easy to use because it is based on your way of doing things. And
because Russelectric specializes in custom systems, we can often
suggest features and capabilities you never even considered.

1-800-225-5250

russelectric.com

An Employee-Owned Company / An Equal Opportunity Employer

See us at
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You’ll be amazed at the strength
of ASCO’s innovative solutions.
Integrating technology, support and service.
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